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This is the day • in which
Thomaston celebrates the laying
of the corner-stone of the Knox
.Memorial, details of which were
noted in the preceding issue of
this paper. The Masonic bodies
meet at 1 o’clock at Masonic
Temple, and headed by a band
march to Meeting House Hill,
where the services and address
by Judge Cook take place at 2
o’clock.

Adelyn Bushnell

GOOD LIBRARY SITE

in

“Enter Madame"

A witty continental comedy success hy Hilda Vcresi and Dolly Byrne

THE BANK OPENING
Property Bought By A. B.
Thomaston National’s Beau
Packard of Rockport With
tiful New Quarters Viewed
That In View
By a Great Throng
Ex-Senator Arthur E. Packard has
bought the George Lewis place at the
junction of Limerock and Union
streets in Rockport, and unusual sig
nificance attaches to the deal from
the fact that it is perhaps the most
available site in the town for the
public library which may he erected

More than a thousand persons ac
cepted the invitation of the Thomas
ton National Bank officials to inspect
their
enlarged
and
up-to-date
equipped banking quarters. Of the
more than one thousand who made
personal inspection of the rooms and
th« ir furnishings, and looked with
delight upon the counters, the wal
nut furnishings and tinted walls, none
had ought but words of admiration
i and praise. The door of the new
vault is a wonderful piece of me
chanism and attracted much atten! tion. A complete description of the
modernized bank appeared in last
SPORTING GOODS HEADQUARTERS
Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Ga
zette.
The assembling of so many beauti
ful flowers surpassed anything in
Main Street
Rockland
Tel. 791
that line known to any previous occation in Thomaston—gladioli, roses,
carnation pinks, qsters, in every va
riety of coloring that nature or art
At the Sign
furnishes.
The flowers were arliNorth National Banka
i ranged under the direction
of
i Miss Leonard of Boston, wife of one
of the architects, assisted by Miss
Elizabeth Washburn. Miss Margaret
Iordan, Mrs. J. Walter Strout and
I Mrs. Marie Singer. The flowers were
iv
presented by the following banks and
individuals:
Security Trust Co., Rockland,
Charles Stockman, Blythe & Com
pany, L. E. Clark, florist, Miss Eliza
beth Washburn.
Miss
Margaret
Ruggles, Mrs. Grace Strout, Mrs.
There is one book which you can use
A. B. Packard Who Has Rockport's Arthur Elliot, Morton. Hall & Rounds,
from Kindergarten to College and then
Lewiston, Rockland Savings Bank.
Public Library Interests At Heart
RocUland National Bank, National
on through life. That book is the Bank
Shawmut Bank of Boston, Fidelity
ere long as the result of the bequest Trust Co., of Portland, First National
Book.
of $5,000 made to the town for that Bank of Damariscotta, Maynard S.
Bird & Company, North National
purpose by the late Ada Tremaine.
If you have not secured one of our
Because of the desirability of this Bank of Rockland, F. S. Moseley
site. Mr Packard made the purchase Company, Boston, Irving Trust Com
Savings Books call for it now.
before it could fall into other hands, pany. New York. Coffin & Burr, Bos
ton, Mrs. E. G. Copeland, Mrs.
and rumor hath it that the property
Blanche Robinson Ayers, Miss Mary
was bought for library purposes. McPhail, Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs.
With a fund of not less than $20,000
John Brown, Mrs. Walter C. Swift.
available for building, the lot could
• ♦ • •
be obtained from Mr. Packard at a
The officials of the bank and oth
price which would be merely a for
ers who received and served were:
mality.
William G. Washburn, president;
Frank H. Jordan vice president: TileA necessity is a luxury the Joneses ston B. Wyllie. I. C. Thurston, Captain
have.—Brooklyn Times.
John Brown. Arthur J. Elliot, direct| ors: J. Walter Strout, cashier; Miss
I Frances Shaw, assistant cashier;
Miss Mary McPhail, bookkeeper.
The punch table was presided over by
Misses Elizabeth Washburn and
i Margaret Jordan. Carnations were
j presented by Mrs. Charles W. Singer
and souvenirs were presented by.Miss
Mabelle Brown, Miss Barbara Elliot,
Miss Rachel Wyllie and Miss Betty
Brown. The architects, Leonard &
Tilden Co., of Boston; and a repre
sentative of the Mosier Safe Co. were
present to explain the technicalities
of the work.
The courage and faith of the hank
officials in making so large an outlay
It is surprising how many services a
will surely bring its due reward. The
bank offers its customers and how the
rooms and facilities of the bank are
among the best in the State.
wise use of this ensemble of services can

NOW

is the time!
GUNS
SHELLS
DUCKS

CRIE HARDWARE CO.

408

North's
National

From Kindergarten
To College

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

1

Service

speed the individual on to success and
wealth.

In the old days not so long ago, the bank
customer was either a savings depositor or
a commercial depositor. Rarely was he
both. And the banker made no attempt
to sell him any of his collateral services
even if he had them to offer. But today,
the financial merchandising man offers his
customer "a full line of service.”
If the customer is a savings depositor,
the enlightened banker no longer fears the
possibility of raiding his savings account,
but suggests that after a comfortable sur
plus has been built up, the customer buy
a safe bond from the company’s bond de
partment, rather than let the money get
into the hands of some blue-sky operator.

After the customer has acquired a few
bonds, the banker sells him a safe deposit
box to keep them in, and when the safe
deposit box is crowded with securities,
constituting a substantial estate, a trust
agreement is suggested, and so on.
SERVICES WE OFFER
Checking Accounts
Christmas Club
Savings Accounts
Credit Information
Trust Department
Investments
Safe Deposit Dept.
Travelers’ Checks

Security Trust CoRockland

Union

Camden

Rockport

TWO

BOYS AND OLD

PETE

Concert At Rockport Tomorrow Evening To Be Notable In A Veracious Vacation Yarn Which Finds Two Rockland
the Season’s Music Circles
Youths Equal To Any Emergency

Cast including William Courtleigh in original Broadway Bole
------ Week Beginning Next Monday Night-----SPECIAL REQUEST ENGAGEMENT!

Volume 84................. Number I 12

THREE CENTS A COPY

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in
184G. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The
i Free Press was established In 1855 and in
‘ 1891 changed Its name tp the Tribune. These
J papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

BOX OFFICE O-PEN DAILY 8.30 A. M. TO 9.00 P. M.
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Daughter — The

preachers just

’phoned and said he was coming to
call
this
afternoon.
Mother—
Gracious, we must make an impres
sion; give baby the hymn book to
play with.—Congregationalist.

&

Get the Peoples Laundr’y, Lime-

rock street. Tel. 170. to help you with
housecleaning.

They

wash

blankets, curtains, etc.

$
$
I

quilts

41-tf

Model A Fords
COUPES and COACHES
These cars are in First Class
Condition and Priced Right

NYE’S GARAGE
1

515 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

Telephone 585

112-lt

I

REPAIRING
&
&
I

ETTA BLACKINTON will do Re
modeling, Relining and Repairing
Ladies’ and Men’s Clothing, at 49
FULTON ST., Southend. Tel. 960-J

109*T112

Rockland Photo Co.
Group Connected With Camden Summer School of Curtis Institute,
Including Two of the Artists Who Appear in the Rockport Concert.
Reading From Left—William Harms, Abram Chasins, Mrs. Braun, Josef
Hofmann (Director), Josef Levine.
Keen interest Is being displayed by
all music lovers in the concert to he
given at the Rockport town hall to
morrow (Wednesday) evening at 8
o’clock standard by three artist-stu
dents of the Curtis Institute of
Music, of Philadelphia — Wi Hi am
Harms, pianist, Tib^r de Machula,
cellist, and Josef Levine, pianist-ac
companist. A brilliant program has
been arranged under the personal di
rection of Josef Hofmann, the famous
pianist and director at the Institute,
who with Mrs Mary Louise Curtis
Bok, founder and endower, will be
present at the concert.
These three young artists, all en
tering upon their fourth year at the
Institute, are rated among the finest
products of the school. Mr. Harms
is a pupil of Abram Chasins, the
brilliant composer-pianist; Mr. de
Machula is with Felix Salmond, the
renowned cellist and Mr. Levine is a
personal pupil of Mr. Hofmann.
Chaconne ........................................ Bach-Busoni
Mr. Harms
Concerto D major ................................... Haydn
Allegro non troppo
Adagio
Allegro
Mr. de Machula
(Mr. Levine at the piano)
Waltz A flat major ............................... Chopin
Nocturne C sharp minor ..... .................. Chopin
Etude C minor ...... -.............................. Chopin
Mr. Harms
Russian Fantasy ..................................... Popper
iMr. de Machula
Mr. Levine

The piano to be used at the concert
is a Steinway grand.
« • » •

In response to the many requests,
a small section of the town hall, em
bracing about 159 seats, has been re
served. These tickets offered at an
advanced price are now on sale and
being checked at the Rockport Hotel.
The remainder of the seats, about

FAVORING DEASY

Outlook For Knox County s
Choice Is Said To Be Very
Satisfactory
Knox County’s endorsement of As
sociate Justice L. B. Deasy as the
next chief justice of the Maine Su
preme Bench, was briefly announced
in Saturday’s issue of this paper and
is being generally approved. The
resolutions adopted by the Knox Bar
read thus:
“Whereas, a vacancy in the office
of Chief Justice has occurred in the
Supreme Judicial Court of Maine, by
reason of the appointment of Chief
Justice Scott Wilson to the United
States Circuit Court, and *
“Whereas the Knox County Bar
has the highest respect for the knowl
edge and ability of Associate Jus
tice Luere B. Deasy and believe him
especially adapted to the duties of
the high office of Chief Justice,
“Now therefore, be it resolved, that
the Knox County Bar endorse and rec
ommend the appointment of Asso
ciate Justice Luere B. Deasy to the
office of Chief Justice of the Su
preme Judicial Court of Maine.’’
Advocates of Deasy for chief jus
tice find in thd existing situation
much to encourage their belief that
he will receive the appointment, as
a number of the other counties are
known to be in line for the veteran
jurist.
MANY CHAUFFEURS LICENSED

For the first eight months of this
year licenses were issued to 14.622
chauffeurs, more than twice as many
as during the corresponding period
last year. The change in the motor
vehicle law by the last legislature
which specifies that anyone engaged
in operating a motor vehicle not his
own for compensation either directly
or indirectly, was given by officials
as the reason for the large increase.
The issuance of plates for passenger
ears, passenger ears for hire and
operators licenses showed an increase
over last year while plates for trucks
showed a slight decrease.

The commander of Russia’s “spe
cial Far East Army” is a General
Blucher.
It remains to be seen
whether he will have a Chinese Napo
leon to meet.—Springfield Republi
can.

A HOLE 13%
INCHES SQUARE
The cracks around each window
in your home are equivalent to
that unless your windows are
equipped with

WEATHERSTRIP
Write or call for our booklet

The E. T. Burrowes Co.
70 FREE ST.
PORTLAND, ME.
Tel. Preble 841
110-112

Eva T. Gould Beautician
Specializing in
FACIALS and OIL SHAMPOOS
Security Trust Co. Building
Rockport, Maine

been so fluently sassing was a spar
ring partner to a well known boxer.
• "Were they heavy weights or light*
weights?” queried The Courier-Ga
zette reporter.
“They looked pretty heavy to me,”
replle/1 young Ladd.
One repair man fixed one of Old
Pete’s tires, and punctured it four
times in so doing.
There was but one rainy day in the
10, and the hoys found this especially
pleasing as the top of the ear leaked.
The adventurers were well supplied
with clothing when they left home not
knowing exactly what stages of so
ciety they might penetrate. They
lost their hats early in the journey,
but this was easily remedied for they
tied colored handkerchiefs around
their heads just like gypsies and
flappers. Changing shirts every time
they changed tires proved so monoto
nous that they gradually limited their
efforts to the tires, and wore their
sweaters through seven States. The
clean clothes were brought back
home intact, as an evidence of
thoughtful consideration.
• ♦ • •

Once a easting in the cylinder head
of the engine broke, and Mechanic
Ladd’s versatility was shown when
he bought a new’ one and fixed it
♦ • • •
himself.
There were thoughts of going to
“Old Pete” was somewhat camou
• ♦ ♦ *
flaged for this important occasion by Detroit, but Pat demured on tho
The illustration accompanying this wearing a new hat, if such a title may ground that once Old Pete saw his
announcement Is from a group of he bestowed upon the tent covering original home he would never con
views, made by the Rockland Photo which the hoys took along, nnd be sent to come hack.
Studio, of the summer depart neath which they slept soundly most
And the boys undertook to jrenement of the Curtis Institute which nights after a hard day’s work on the trate that land which is infested with
Mr. Hofmann carries on in Camden, road.
“Seeing Canada” signs, but were
and where thc three artists featured
It was a two-man ear, Pat spe obliged to return without this sign of
in this concert have been continuing cializing as chef and Cliff as me distinction because they were not
their studies.
chanic. Because both hoys were very supplied with birth certificates which
hungry all the time, nnd because Old minors must carry.
Josef Hofmann
“But I can prove that I was born,”
Josef Casimir Hofmann, one of the Pete's gout nnd rheumatism necessi said Pat in a lordly and convincing
greatest pianists of -modern times, tated frequent pauses along the road, manner.
was born near Cracow, Poland, Jan. both hoys were kept inordinately
The look which the Canadian of
29, 1X74. His earliest musical train busy.
ficial gave him caused icicles to form
The
ear
averaged
four
flats
a
day
ing was received from his father, a
, on the edge of Niagara Falls.
professor at the Warsaw Conserva for the first three days, and a grand | The boys’ faculty for pitching their
aggregate
of
29
for
the
whole
trip.
tory, under whose instruction he de
eamp along side of railroad tracks
veloped, with remarkable precocity, The first fiat made its appearance became proverbial. One time they
while
the
occupants
of
the
ear
were
appearing in public at the age of six
were congratulating themselves on
years. When nine years old he. made lost in admiration of the wonderful having found seclusion. The blast of
scenery
one
sees
in
crossing
the
Carl

a wide continental tour, and his first
a locomotive was heard and they
visit to America came at the age of 12, ton Bridge. Repairs were made at found they were within a few’ rods
a
height
of
99
feet
above
the
sea
level,
when over 59 concerts were given.
of a five-track railroad.
Their
The strain of that tour told on his but all the king’s horses and all the dreams of home were punctured with
king
’
s
men
could
not
repair
damage
health so that he retired from the con
shrill whistles that might have been
cert stage for six years. During this | done to a certain commandment made by a steam calliope.
period he studied with Urban and While a long string of ears was mak
• * • •
Mosvkowski, probably developing to ing the detour in order to pass Old
Old Pete was not a self starter.
Pete.
the greatest extent under Rubinstein.
Somebody had to turn the erank and
• ♦ • •
In fact, some biographers mention
Cliff being boss mechanic was that
The last flat was in Boston on thc
only Hofmann’s father and Anton
someone. Necessity being the moth
homeward
journey.
The
boys
had
Rubinstein as bis teachers.
er of invention the boys finally hit
In 1894 Mr. Hofmann resumed con philosophically borne the tedium upon the plan of camping on a hill
cert work, touring throughout Europe which had accompanied Ihe replace side so that the ear could be started
and America, winning acclaim every ment of the 19 others, hut when the by pushing it.
where for the brilliancy and breadth twentieth came they became down
No adventure story would be com
of his playing. His home is in Phila right disgusted and bought one of plete without a narrow’ escape. Be
delphia, where he is at the head of the 1929 vintage. So deep did they tween Albany and Syracuse the boys
the piano department of the Curtis dig In order to find the necessary followed a road on which rebuilding
coin that Cliff scratched his knee cap.
j Institute of which he is director
was in progress. It was midnight and
The multiplicity of casualties neces
Old Pete must have passed a detour
sitated also the purchase of four new
sign. Pat’s sixth sense told him there
PROTECTING THE SQUIRRELS
tubes and three new rims, which are
was trouble ahead.
Dismounting
a few of the reasons why the trip was
the boys found that Old Pete was
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
curtajled from 15 days to 19. and why
While walking along Grace street the dally menu dwindled from Camp W’ithin a few feet of a chasm from
one afternoon recently, I heard a shot bell's Soup and “flxin’s” to three which an old bridge bad been re
fired into one of the shade trees and ham sandwiches in the final days of moved.
And then there was that metro
immediately a squirrel fell to the
the pilgrimage. The reason also why
middle of the street, wounded, hut
politan policeman who threatened 1 >
they did not see the Chicago stock
able to get on its feet and flee. The
put them in Sing Sing because they
little fellow was quite shaggy, espe yards or peer through the Western had disregarded a tower traffic signal.
mists
in
the
general
direction
of
the
cially its tail, and of maltese color. It
But the 1609-mile stretch of highway
was not an. ordinary wood squirrel Grand Canyon. The line of Adven had other decorations besides fiats
ture
beckoned
temptingly
from
the
being larger—neither a mink nor
and traffic cops. The boys had the
skunk—and evidently some one's pet. direction out of which Young Loehin- pleasure of traveling over the Lin
var
rode,
hut
Prudence
repeated
the
Why should anyone show such cruel
coln and Storm King highways and
ty as to shoot the little animal? And adage known in all wars—not to wan the Susquehanna and Honeymoon
der
too
far
from
the
base
of
supplies.
surely, it was worse for him to be
trails; they saw the Budd automo
wounded and have to suffer than to Next year, after Old Pete has passed tive factory in Pennsylvania, tho
he killed outright. Why was it not into memory, and the, boys become Shredded Wheat works at Niagara
possessors of a.car which they would Falls, the Eastman kodak plant in
left unmolested in the tree?
be willing to drive out around the Rochester, and oh! ever so many in
Hugh Maine.
• • •
Samoset, then will he a new attempt teresting things.
In Boston they seem to regard the to conquer the Wiest.
• • • •
• * • •
squirrel as an asset to be eared for.
Riding out of Boston on the home
Tn a 1690 mile journey, made under
A paragraph in the Post reads:
ward trail Old Pete developed a flat,
“Frcm now on city employes will such circumstances, there could not and W’ith no open garages in sight
visit the Old Granary burying ground fall to hp what any motorist is hound the boys rode through to Lynn on the
daily with rations of nuts for tho to recognize as an adventure. The rim.
squirrels. By this method it will be boys climbed Seven Mile Hill, and
*‘That,” said Cliff, “was the night
possible to give them food better along about the sixth mile Old Pete
we slept on the running board.”
adapted for them than a constant balked. He had a burned out hear
On the final stages of the vacation
diet of peanuts and popcorn. Though ing and a busted generator, and that’s
many people do not know of it, the trouble enough for any man with journey Old Pete had a broken horn,
park department has been feeding the gout and rheumatism—even a tin a loose windshield, a broken footaeeelarator, and somewhat after the
squirrels on Boston Common for man.
manner of the negro on the safety
many years. Up to date it has not
The boys camped with Alleghany valve, Cliff kept the old bird in mo
been necessary to feed the squirrels mountaineers that night and half of
in the cemetery. The visitors have the next day while repairs were tion by holding tw’o wires together
with his hands.
taken care of that,”
being made. The elevated residents
But the boys got back home all
of the Alleghanies charged the boys right, and after reading this story
LARGE FRESHMAN CLASS
$12 for repairs, food and lodging.
you are doubtless convinced that they
There was another night when our
The entering class at the Univer boys slept in the back of a wrecking would l>e that way.
They recalled a similar vacation
sity of Maine this fall is the largest ear which had heen summoned to
in the history of that Institution. their assistance; and another when trip of a year ago when they started
The registration shows the following they slept on the running hoards of for New York but couldn’t find it.
students from this section of the their own ear. They didn’t get held Like the feller who couldn’t see the
forest on account of the trees, you
State:
up anywhere for speeding, because know’.
Leroy Austin Burton, Thomaston.
Old Pete isn’t that kind of a bird.
“We’ve got to sell Old Pete,” said
Donald M. Sylvester Jefferson.
'First off the ferry bout one day i Cliff, shaking his head sadly; “you
Coleman C. Randall. Appleton.
they were climbing the Palisades see we're broke.”
Jane Barry, Thomaston.
when Old Pete became troubled with
Which isn’t literally the ease, for
Luthera H. Burton. Thomaston .
asthma. He steamed and choked, the boys came home w’ith $3.30 beHilda T. Eaton, Deer Isle.
and right behind was an aristocratic ; tween them.
Blanche L. Henry, Thomaston.
Cadillac, the owner of which filled
Carl A. Jagels, Camden.
the mountains with language that
Roger A. Kalloch, Thomaston.
should never have defiled them. Be YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Elizabeth N. Wheeler, St. George.
hind him were 30-odd drivers who
Ruth F. Young, Camden.
appeared to be echoing his senti
If I had to live my Ute again I would have
Stephen A. Barry. Thomaston.
made a rule to read some pot try and listen
ments.
I to some music at least once a week. The loss
Jerome H. Comins, Rockland.
• A • •
1 of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Earl R. Erickson, Rockport.
There were bright spots in these Darwin.
George S. Foster, Stonington.
days of trials and tribulations. One
Franklin W. Hopkins, Camden.
night the boys camped in a vineyard
ODE
Thomas G. McGuire, Stonington.
nnd ate grapes until they actually
We nre the music-makers.
Joseph R. Stoddard, Lincolnville.
And
we
are
the
dreamers
of dreams,
looked seedy. Another night they
Carl L. Thurston, North Haven.
(Wandering by lone sea-breakers.
slept in a cantaloupe patch, and next
And sitting by desolate streams;
George B. Reed, Rockland.
morning they had what They describe
World-losers and worbl-forsakers.
On whom the pale moon gleams:
as their best breakfast on the whole
Both Russia and China seem deter trip. Another night they camped in
Yet ww are the movers and shakers
Of the world for ever, It seems.
mined on a war of self-defense.— a tobacco field, but this added noth
Louisville Courier-Journal.
ing to their menu, which all along
With wonderful deathless ditties
had consisted of Campbell’s Soup and
We build up the world's great cities,
cocoa, cooked over a canned heat
And out of a fabulous story
stove.
We fashion an empire's glory:
One man with a dream, at pleasure.
’Our young adventurers were treated
Shall go forth and conquer a crown;
very civilly as a rule, but a slight
And three with a new song's measure
exception was the night when they
Can trample an empire down.
shared eamp with two young men
We. In the ages lying
who let all the air out of their tires.
In the burled past of the earth,
The boys expressed their disapproval
Itullt Nineveh with our sighing. ,
in terms that may not have been “se
And Babel Itself with our mirth;
And o'erthrew them with prophesying
lective” as the radio dealers say.
To the old of the new world’s worth ;
A BABY REMEDY
As they left the eamp their attention
For each age Is a dream that Is dying.
was claimed by a prize ring, and they
APPROVED BY DOCTORS
Or one that Is coming to birth.
—Arthur W. E. O'Shaughnessy.
FOR COLIC.GONSTIRATION,DIARRHEA ,
learned that the young man they had

390, are offered at the original low
figure. The concert is being spon
sored by the Johnson Society of the
Rockport Methodist Church, which is
benefiting by the proceeds.

ChildrenCry'
fOf
'

Tel. 372-11. Work by Appointment

When Mark Twain wrote “Inno- I
cents Abroad” he was several genera
tions ahead of Clifford Ladd and Ed
ward (‘‘Pat") Lawrence—which is j
too bad, for the great American
humorist would have discovered in
these fine American youths material
which might have carried him to
even greater heights. As there is to
day unfortunately no Mark Twain,
and as Will Rogers is too busy writ
ing telegrams to the Boston Globe,
it remains for a humble Courier-Ga
zette scribe to give its readers the
low down on some of the experiences
which befell Cliff and Pat when they
started out in late summer on what
was to have been a vacation trip of
15 days—a trip which took them in
the order named, to Portsmouth,
Hartford, New Haven, New York,
Newark, Philadelphia, Harrisburg,
over the Susquehanna Trail, through
the Alleghanies, westward to Niagara
Falls, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany,
and back home via Beantown.
This reads like a pretty satisfactory
vacation trip, and there may be some
incredulous readers when informed
that the hoys did it on $35 apiece and
in Pat’s venerable Ford, which has
been so long in the family that it has
earned the affectionate title of “'Old
Pete.”

CASTORIA
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Rockland, Me., Sept. 17,1029.
Personally appeared Frank S. I.yddle, who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Sept. 14, 19129, there was
printed a total of 6208 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 17, 1929
WILL LAST ALL WEEK

THRILLING LANDING

BURPEE FURNITURE CO

That the Prospect of Supreme Leon Tanguay Dives Under
Cput—A Layman Acts As
Wires, Over Cars and Into
Lawyer
Harbor

Boston newspapers ot last Thurs
With four more civil cases for trial
and an extended criminal docket it day and Friday carried graphic
Trust in the Lord with all thine now seems likely that Supreme Court stories of the wonderful piece of
heart; and lean not unto thine own will complete its second week.
work done by Leon Tanguay of the
understanding.—Proverbs 3:5.
Dennison Airport, Atlantic, Mass,
Yesterday the court room was when the motor of his airship died
It is a warranted feeling of satis treated to the unusual instance of a ns she was taking off from the field,
and the pilot had to glide under tele
faction that the officers and directors defendant in a civil suit acting as his graph wires, and over automobiles to
own counsel. The lawyer pro tern
of the Thomaston National Bank
was Miles H. Fowler, a dentist who I finally make a thrilling landing in the
must indulge as they contemplate the resides in Wellesley, Mass. He owns ; waters of the bay. An official of the
success that attended Saturday's an auxiliary craft which he took Dennison Airport writes thus to The
Courier-Gazette:
presentation to the public of their en some time ago the Camden Yacht
‘ The story is this, after taking off ,
Building & Railway Co. for repairs
larged and modernized banking quar
The work failed to satisfy him and and getting about 50 feet of altitude. I
ters. Any community, whose mate he declined to pay the price asked. the motor lost speed gradually until
rial affairs are largely founded upon The case was tried in Supreme Court it finally died completely. There are i
wires on the end of the field about 29 j
and associated with Its banks, may a year ago and he was awarded the feet off the ground and it was. at best. 1
verdict, which was sustained by Law
justly offer its congratulations when Court in a decision handed down las’, a very close affair to get under these
wires, over a highway on which traf
one of those institutions, under the July.
While the case was pending in Law fic was continually passing, and drop
skilled hands of architect and builder
the ship in a ‘squash.' landing into the
brings itself into allignment with the Court the Camden concern brought shallow water just over the road.
suit against Dr. Fowler for storage
demands of modern progress. Foi and keepers fees, in the sum of $112.25. The inexperienced pilot would invari
more than a century this bank, under Dr. Fowler undertook to get his ably try to pull the ship up over the
i wires with the result that it wou'd
wise and prudent management, has boat but the company would let him
| get Into the very dangerous position
have
it
only
with
the
understand

served its people, without a dollar ol
ing that the engine would be held for of a ‘stall’ with a very good chance of
I a spin into the ground. Tanguay
loss to depositor or stockholder. It is services rendered.
a record to be pointed to with pride
“The plot thickened” when Dr. ! judged his distances and dove be
tween the poles, under the wires, and
and furnishes a handsome back Fowler had a controversy with his over the fences to a beautiful and safe
lawyer
and
discharged
the
latter.
ground to the commodious and
That he had meantime learned some landing just off-shore"
attractive offices in which it is set thing about court procedure was evi I “The commanding officer at the
to carry on for another century this dent from the manner in which he I TT .S. Naval Reserve Field at Squanhandled his interests yesterday, and tum said that he considered the job
established reputation.
one of the finest that has ever been
the fact that the jury speedily gave
I done in this section. All pilots who
him a verdict.
That the influence of the Cur
witnessed the incident also gave Tan' guay a great deal of praise for his
tis Music Institute of Philadelphia
Carl Rogers who had been under work.”
should extend itself into these coast observation at the insane hospital,
Leon Tanguay is known to many
regions of Maine is among not the was tried jesterday on a charge of Rockland readers as he flew here and
taking
indecent
liberties.
Dr.
Tyson
least of the dividends which our peo
I elsewhere in Maine last summer and
of thg hospital testified that the re
ple enjoy through the summer colony spondent had a form of insanity. fall.
that annually adds itself to our vaca The Court directed a verdict of "not
LINDBERGHS LEAVE
tion season. The Rockport concert guilty," and it is understood that
"steps
will
be
taken
to
have
him
re

announced for tomorrow night, mark
Col. and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh
stored to the institution." County
ing the close of these musical fea Attorney Campbell for the State; left North Haven Sunday afternoon,
tures. illustrates in its presentation Tirrell for the respondent.
after four days' stay at the home of
Mrs. Lindbergh's parents. Ambassa
of artists of unusual worth what is
dor and Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow.
The first ease in order for trial
taking place all over Maine. It gives
The fog which marked most of their
to our people a contact with music today was that of Mrs. R. L. Bean vs. stay did not prevent the famed flyer
the Camden Lumber & Fuel Co.. J. from enjoying his stay. He attended
and musicians usually to be had only
W. Ingraham and Mark Ingraham
in the larger municipal centers, and trustees. Plaintiff won the verdict in a picnic and was a frequent visitor at
the village. Tomorrow Col. and Mrs.
we cannot too highly value the privi a previous case and now sues for Lindbergh start on a 7.900-mWe air
leges that arise out of the connec- judgment.
trip which will take them over 16
Latin American countries and occupy
Echoes of an automobile accident 16 days.
at Glendon. In Lincoln County, were
Ambassador Morrow and youngest
Already the birds are marshalling
heard Saturday with the trial of the daughter Constance, will remain at
their ranks for southward flight, an case of Edward C. Moran, Sr., of North Haven until the first of Octo
other warning that summer has Rockland vs. Otis E. Page of Damar ber.
turned her face from us. We should iscotta. Mr. Moran claimed damages
in the sum of $l(H>0 for damages sus
RECOVERED HIS CAR
like to be told the name of that bird
tained by his car March 27, while he
which yesterday morning visited our was homeward bound from Portland.
When Herbert Robertson, stranger,
garden in such numbers. We allude Mr. Page was driving from Waldo hired a motor car from Horace Keizer
boro
to
Damariscotta.
It
was
6
p.
m..
to one bird in particular, for in the
of Thomaston two months ago he
dark and snowing. The cars met* on may have been sincere in his inten
group there were robins and grackle
a knoll, and Mr. Moran’s according to tion to return it. But the summer
and two or three others recognized, his testimony, had been brought to a
fled and Mr. Keizer saw no Robert
all of them busy as that traditional stop, which was disputed by Mr. Page. son and no car until yesterday, when,
gentleman in a gale of wind, pegging The question of who was driving the acting on a tip from Thomaston
Moran car was also a matter of con iriends, the State Police found both
away at the surface of the bowling
tention.
This car was damaged in Bingham and brought them to
green, which seemed to be alive with about $400. and Mr. Moran also
Thomaston. The car had been driven
the kind of food they’d been hanker asked remuneration because he had 4.009 miles since the owner last saw
ing after. This bird—there were r been deprived the use of a business it. Action will be taken.
car for 30 days. The verdict was $350.
lot like him—was larger than a robin,
Smalley for Moran; Ferris of Augusta
WARREN
of grayish cast, a comely heraldic bar for Page.
The Sons of Cnion Veterans Aux
of black stretched across his chest,
iliary Was well represented at the
The absence of a decimal mark National Encampment of the G.A.R.,
upon hist head a splash of brilliant
made
it
appear
in
Saturday
’
s
issue
carmine and his wings When he lifted
held in* Portland last week. Those
that Daniei Munro had been awarded
them to view ’disclosing a dash of a verdict of $1,345 in his case against attending from town were Mrs. Jo
yellow. Perhaps some ornithological Fannie Morris of Tenants Harbor. In seph Stickney, Mrs. Jane Stickney.
Mrs. A. D. Broadman, Mrs. Fred
reader can give us the name of him. justice to all concerned, it should be Starrett. Mrs. Fred Peabody, Mrs. H.
explained
that
the
actual
verdict
was
The flock jUWwed us a joyous hour of
N. Hilton and Mrs. Jesse Mills. They
$13.45.
were joined in Portland by Mrs. Clara
their presence, then with a great con
Lermond, Mrs. E. K. Gould of Rock
certed flutter of wings shot into the
Jerome Burrows, law student in the land and Mrs. Annie Roakes of New
heavens, and in company with the office of Wither H. Butler and Frank York, all members of the Warren
hegira of automobiles of summer vis A. Tirrell, is actirtg as court messen Auxiliary. The party left Tuesday I
ger for the balance of the term, suc and returned Thursday feeling well
itors disappeared over the southern
ceeding Major R. W. Brown who re repaid for making the trip. Frank
horizon.
tired because of other business mat L. Montgomery, Mrs, Mary Mont
ters.
gomery and Mrs. Mary Teague were '
in Portland Wednesday for the pa- 1
The ministers have got back from
rade.
their vacations, the ^church member
RECALLING POLO
The fire truck was called out Sunship has also pretty nearly recovered
day for a blaze that had attained such I
from the distractions which are the Rumor That Lewiston and headway in the barn owned by Mr.
I Cogan on the Oyster River road, that !
natural accompaniment of summer
Other Cities May Revive it was burned to the ground. A sue- I
visiting anil holiday recreation, and
cessful effort was made to protect
It This Winter
the programs for winter activities are
the othej- buildings. The origin of
the blaze was unknown.
already being got into operation. This
Under the caption "Was A Real
Mrs. Lawrence French returned
business of definitely programming
Sport’’ Editor Hall of the Bangor , Friday from a visit of two weeks with
its work is a large advance over the Commercial published the following her parents In Quincy, Mass.
There were about 20 neighbors and
haphazard methods known to the in Saturday's issue:
"Suggestion comes from Lewiston j friends gathered at the home or Mr.
church of earlier generations. The
that roller polo is likely to be revived and Mrs. Virgil T. Payson Saturday
church of today is more closely in that city during the coming winter. evening to assist in the celebration of
organized. The pastor is no longer Such a revival will be dependent upon Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Payson's first
expected to do it all. He is a leader a similar movement in other Maine wedding anniversary. Music, games
and wfhist were the chief amuse
and director, but he looks for co-op cities, unless Lewiston can edge in
to the New England league. A gen ments of the evening and prizes were
eration from his people and usually eration back roller polo had great awarded M'rrs. Minnie Hilton and
lie gets it. Rockland lias the deserved vogue. Some 40 years .ago very fine Virgil T. Payson. Refreshments of
reputation of giving to its churches local teams were supported in Bar sandwiches, fancy cookies and punch
were served,
liberal support. That is one of the Harbor, Rockland. Bath and other
Mrs. Annie M. Schwartz af Rock
Maine communities and a little later
things that makes it a good place tc came several years of professional land spent the weekend in Warren
live in.
polo with a Maine league in which guest of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Walker enter
Bangor had an entry. Gradually the
tained about 4* friends at a bridge at
interest
waned
and
polo
left
us.
So
"About this time" friends and cor
far as we know the only section in Martin's Point Saturday afternoon.
respondents (who are also friends) which the professional game has been Plans had been made to play out of
begin to jolly us upon the subject ol retained is in southern New England , doors, but owing to unpleasant
j weather the party adjourned to Com
the Porter apple. It is a tender theme where a league has existed for many munity hall. Favors were awarded
years.
as well as apple and not lightly to be
Mrs. M. S. Hahn, Mrs. Edward Em
"Probably one reason for the pass erson. Miss Edna»Boggs, Mr. Boynton
touched upon. Like Sir Arthur Sulli
ing of roller polo is found in the in and G. E. Newbert.
van and his lost chord, the Porter creased expense of constructing and
apple, as we once knew him, in maintaining rinks, another is the ex
Radio fans in America cannot en
quantity, size and delicacy of expres tended interest in other forms of di joy as do the Europeans the carillon
version. but many people who, in the concerts of the great music towers
sion, we find it impossible to regain. modern parlance got a distinct ‘kick’
Jerome Burrows brought to us yes from the game would hail its rejuve of Holland and Belgium, hut tourists
in England and on the continent who
terday one of them that came so close nation with pleasure.
now’ "listen In" enjoy "the famous
"A
very
strenuous
game,
roller
to recapturing those fading memories
bells of Mallnes" in Belgium, as they
polo, even more so than the lee game are relayed through Brussels to thou
of the past that for the moment hope, and in rapid action and legitimate vio
which is said to spring eternal, lence making such sports as basket sands of places.
ball and football appear ladylike."
.vouchsafed a feeble gesture.
We supposed these Pan-American
A few years ago Rockland was en meetings they talk about were when
joying
high
class
roller
polo,
Mana

It was an inspiring sight yesterday
the European Powers got together.—
gers Allen and Packard bringing to American Lumberman.
morning to see the streets thronged
this city a majority of the New Eng
with boys and girls on their w<v to land League teams which were made
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
resume the business of taking aboard up of the best players in the country—
a cargo of education. The fact that or the world, for that matter.
Unfortunately for Rockland there
they were to have their first contact is now no suitable place in the city for
with the enlarged High School build a skating rink, the old Arcade having
Will pay highest price
ing possibly contributed to their flow been converted into a garage by S.
lot too large; none too small
Nilo
Spear.
The
sport
has
many
of spirits. It may well have done so.
staunch adherents here and you can’t
for the tax-payers have gone their drive it out of their heads that it has
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
limit in furnish these youth with no equal as an indoor game.
or write, care of
the best to be had, and the structure
Once they read the fashion hints
that stretches its length along Lin
Al Rine*, Warren, Me.
coln street testifies the city’s belie! to see what was going on. hut now’
Reference: Any Poultry Raiser
they read the fashion hints to see
in the potentiality of its coming
what is being pulled off.—‘Kay Fea

Twenty-seven handsome new suites are offered at considerable reductions
from regular price. This is to make room for large shipments due to arrive
soon. If you are interested in furnishing a chamber dining room or living
room, don’t miss this Sale
____________

KLHfclF

'"d

Fine Suite With Newest Style Features!

Rare saving at this low price! A beautiful suite,
cevered all over in rich taupe mohair! Smart b!ack
velour welt trim! Serpentine style with carved drop
fronts on the fine hardwood frame!
Moquette re
versible cushions!
Davenport and your choice of
button-back-cr club chair, at only—
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

One week sale at exceptionally low price! Magnificently de
signed creation with larger arms of distinctive r.ew shape
More massive’y proportioned! Serpentine frame with fash
ionable crop carvings! Peversiole cushions! This beauti
ful jacquard is marvelously patterned and colored! Dav
erport and your choice of button-back er club chair! Onb
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

§M•

55
LD

fact?

r
r

41

Bedroom Suite of Imposing Design!
Unheard cf saving at this Sale-end low price! Expensive appearance!
Fine quality! Superb workmanship!
A.I drawers have oak interiors, center
3^ guides, and are dustproof! Return-rail bed, 5-drawer
chest; choice cf dresser or French vanity! Walnut
^veneers, ether fine woods! Artistically striped, curlymaple pane’s!
5
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

ionable New Style Bedroom Suite!
tdrocm suite feature! A creation of lovely style!
return-rail bed, E-drawer chest and choice of
ssser cr French vanity! Built of matched grain
sneers and ether select cabinet woeds, ingenicusly

Startling Dining Rcom Suite Saving!

Dining Suite of An Irresistible Style!

Outstanding style that is brand new! 60-in. buffet of fine
walnut veneers and other select woods, has dust-proof
drawers with mahogany in bottoms and in end cabinets!
Exquisite burl-graining and mellow maple paneling on
front! Graceful 51-in. extension table!
Five diners and
host chair have fancy Jacquard seats!
China cabinet
extra! Save!
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

Only an event equaling thjs great Coupon Sale could
offer such value! Hugo 6S-in. buffet has oak drawer
interiors with center guides!
Dustproof construc
tion! Walnut veneer, other fine woods in contrasting
tones! Extension table! Five diners and host chair
(upholstered scats). China cabinet extra!
NONE SOLD WITHOUT THIS COUPON

»Y'I H'ljV

A Simmons Bed
One of the mest attrac
tive Simmons designs!
Exclusive to
Burpee’s.
In brown color.
Bring This Coupon

Occasional Chair
Hurry !
Button-tufted
scoop seat in velour!
Beautiful 3-tone, pat
terned jacquard back!
Bring This Coupon

Sturdy Bassinette

9x12 Velvet Rugs
Special Price !
velvet rugs of
able quality in
patterns and
Choose now!

Seamless
good, dur
new FALL
colorings!
Only—

Roomy Chiffcrobe

Well made of strong,
light woods finished in
ivory enamel! Spring is
included!
Rubber tires!

Of select gumwood in
rich walnut color! Five
drawers, two cabinets!
Special coupon price!

Bring This Coupon

Bring This Coupon

None Sold Without This
Coupon

LIVE POULTRY

generations,

tures.

DELIVERY
All orders carefully
delivered by our
trucks or freight

BURPEE’S

Rockland Maine

Open An Account
Convenient terms
can be arranged on
any purchase. A
whole year to pay.

Every-Other-Day
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Rockland Commercial College will
UNION
open tomorrow following postpone
ment caused by the death of E. L.
Rev. Mr. Seliger is conducting the
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT®
Sargent.
services at the Methodist Church
Sept. 19- Knox K'ounty Connell of Religious
while the pastor is absent on his vaca
Education meets In (Congregational Church,
There will be a public supper at the tion.
Camden.
Sept. 21 Thomaston—At the vestry of the Methodist vestry next Saturday with
The auxiliary of the W.II.M.S., held
Congregational Church, Mrs. W. L. Jxnvton Mrs. Rose Gardner and Mrs. Jennie
pleasant and profitable meeting
speaks on “Outdoor Advertising.’’
Strout
as
housekeepers.
Sept. 25 -Quarterly meeting of Lincoln Bap
Sept. 12 at the home of Ralph 'Wal
tist Association at Cushing Baptist Church.
Oct. 7—thy Council meeting.
The Masonic Chapter has work on lace. MaSiy of the members were
Oct. 13—Bishop Brewster will visit St. the Past and Most Excellent degrees present, also several visitors who
Peter’s Church.
The Council is helped to make the meeting one of
Oet. 16—Opening meeting of Baptist Men’s Thursday night.
interest.
planning work for Nov. 1st.
League.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Ryan are vis
Oct.’ 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of
Benjamin Barton, who has served iting his parents here. Mr. Ryan has
Itooevik Club.
position in the office of the Hood
as night man at Trainer’s Restaurant
I
now has similar duties in Skowhe Rubber Company
Weather This Week
Mrs. Della Johnston of Medford
Weather outlook for week in North gan where he will be rejoined by his
with her daughter Miss Lena JohnsAtlantic States: Generally fair, ex wife in a few days.
tan, visited at J. D. Thurston’s last
cept showers about Thursday. Cooler
A Cadillac sedan owned by Senator Wednesday.
Tuesday night and temperature near
Dwinal was stcrlen at Camden last
Mrs. Laura Williams is in Massa
normal thereafter.
night. Tt is a 1927 model, grayish chusetts for a short stay.
Miss Laura Farris has gone to
Other Talk of Town
Page Eight green and the registry number is
6997.
Whshington. D. C.. where he will
The Ingraham Hill school will open
enter the University for her fresh
Ph lip Dondis, star of this season’s man year.
tomorrow.
Lockland High School baseball team,
Miss Caro Fish of Burkettville has
Miss Sadie Marcus has returned has entered Maine Central Institute been at Wilbur Esancy’s.
at
Pittsfield,
and
letters
to
the
home
from a business trip to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Albee and Dr.
folks indicate that he likes very much. and Mrs. L.| W. Hadley of Machias
were recent guests of Mrs. Lficy Cole
William J. Sullivan, bookkeeper at
Dr. I'". F. Brown received a happy Simmons. During their stay they
Perry’s coal office, is having his an
telephone
message
yesterday
when
he
made
a weekend visit in Portland ac
nual vacation.
was informed that the authorities had companied hy Mrs. Simmons.
Mrs. W. R. Trask of Portland and
Miriam Rebekah Lodg? meets to located his stolen Studcbakef car at
It had apparently Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Trask and child
night for election of officers and other the Southend.
been driven about 100 miles.
ren of Bangor were visitors in town
business. No supper.
Wednesday.
L1 vi R. Flint of the State Highway
Mrs. E. L. Moody had as dinner
Mrs. Charlotte Brackett of the front
office staff of The Courier-Gazette is Police is now officially attached to guests last week. Mrs. L. C. Merri
indulging in a two weeks’ vacation. Lieut. Cushman’s emporium at the field. Mrs. L. C. Simmons. Mrs. Au
Northend and has be£n joined here by gusta Rokes and Mrs. Harry Stewart
The Carpenters meet tonight, and his family. He will specialize in reg with Mrs. L. W. Hadley as guest of,
honor.
will continue to meet every Tuesday istrations.
Mrs. Lucy Simmons recently gave
night hereafter, until further notice.
“Bulldog Drummond’’ an all-talking a dinner party in honor of her guest
Oscar M. Ellenis of the permanent drama, featuring Ronald Colman and Mrs. L. W. Hadley. Among other
guests present were Mrs. Levi Merri
fire department is having his annual now playing on Broadway, New York,
field. Miss Augusta Rokes, Mrs. E.
vacation. He left last night to at at a top price of >2, will be presented L. Moody. Mrs. Harry Stewart and
at Park Theatre next Monday ana
tend Brockton FairMrs. Charles Lermond.
Tuesday at regular ppices.
Donald and Henry Simmons of
Looked like old times at Park The
F. E. Titcomb of Stockton Springs Rockland have been staying with
atre Saturday night, when a big
was arrested Sunday night by Ser their grandmother for a few weeks,
crowd stood outside vyaiting to see
geant McKeen of the State Police, because of the severe illness of their
and hear Colleen Moore.
charged with drunken driving. He mother Mrs. Henry C. Simmons who
appealed from Judge Miller’s 90-day is at present a'patient at Knox Hos
Forrest Pinkerton is having a fort
pital. *
sentence and furnished cash bail,
night’s vacation from The CourierMrs. Estelle G. Perry entertained at
Gazette office. A visit in Friendship
A new bridge of solid timber con Spruce Head for the day Mrs. E. L.
is numbered among ihs plans.
struction now spans The Creek near Moody. Mrs. L. C. Simmons, Miss Augusta Rokes. Mrs. Levi Merrifield and
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8 Crescent Beach, and traffic which has Mrs. L. W. Hadley.
been roqjed through Owl’s Head is
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mitchell and
Carl Pierson, formerly of Vinal again back on a normal basis. The sons Donald and Kenneth of Limouli,
haven. and well known in this city, new structure is much admired.
Quebec were in this place recently.
is now first mate of the steamship
Mrs. Amanda Merrifield, Mrs,
I^auri Kanko of South Thomaston,
Helen Hadley, Lucy Simmons. Au
President Polk, which was recently
arrested by Deputy 'Sheriff ^udwick gusta Rokes and Mrs. Lena Moody
discharging at Marseilles. France.
on a drunken driving charge, was motored to Belfast last week on a
sentenced by Judge Miller yesterday shopping trip and enjoyed a picnic at
These high scores were made at Jhe
to 90 days in the county jail with 15 City Park. The same party were in
Star alleys last week:
J. Peters,
additional if he failed to pay costs of
130; Cobb, 126; Utecht, 125. II. Carr, court. His brofher John was fined $10 Rockland last Tuesday as dinner
guests of Mrs. Hadley and attended
122; Milne, 122; C. Walters, 121;
and costs for intoxication.
the pictures in the afternoon.
Huse, 116; D. Robbins, 113.
• * • •
A bumper sweet corn in Union and
The bowling stars connected with vicinity, is the welcome word brought
Ye Greene Arbour
I/co Doucette’s Orchestra completed by Deputy Sheriff Fish of Appleton.
Mrs. R. L. Forrest of Norfolk, Va.,
their series of matches at the Star The Monmouth Canning Co. of Union has returned to her home after a
alleys last night, when L. Doucette is packing 30,000 cans a day and the month’s stay dt Ye Greene Arbour.
and E. Sturtevant defeated R. Dou- entire output will be 200,000 cases, it
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood of
oette Mid B. R'diinsi.ji $$$ to 793. The is estimated. Lyndon Johnson of Warren, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Barron,
musicians now hie away to the pros Appleton has one of the largest Miss Ellen Ludden and H. O. Jen
perous Aroostook County ^potato crops. A big crop of apples, free from sen of Beverly, Mass., dined here re
lands on a barnstorming trip.
spots, Is also promised by Mr. Fish. cently.
Misses Ruth Blodgett of Boston.
Vacation time is on full swing at
S. D. Crosby of The Highlands is Anna Dillingham, Elizabeth Wash
the Senter Crane Company store. the possessor of a very unusual cat. burn and Mrs. Frank E’.liot of ThomMr. and Mrs. Wilbur Senter Jr. are The animal is a vegetarian in the asto.n were guests for tea Wednesday.
on a motor tour* of a fortnight’s dura strictest ^sense of the word as it pre
Recent parties given at Ye Greene
tion taking them to distant points. fers vegetables and fruits in the raw
Arbour include a bridge tea by
Miss Beatrix Flint is spending her state, such as lettuce, spinach,
Miss Florence Bessey with guests
time with relatives in New York. Mrs. cucumbers, bananas, potatoes, cab
Misses Y’inola Richan, Daphne Win
K. AV. Brown has embarked on her bage, green peas, etc., to fish and
slow and Christine Norwood of
vacation and Miss Annie McLaugh meat. Ice cream is another delicacy
Rockland, Mrs. R. L.' Forrest of
lin has returned to her duties.
to his liking. Whether the raw vege Norfolk, Virginia and Misses Mabel
table diet is accountable for it or not, Ayer and Edith Hawes of Union, and
Yesterday’s session of the Forty the cat’s fur is beautiful glossy black,
a bridge luncheon, Mrs. Harriet Fos
Club welcomed Dr. Rupert L. Stratton much glossier than that of the ordi
ter entertaining Mrs. Ethel Creigh
back from h^s honeymoon with em nary black cat.
ton, Mrs. Edna McKinley, Mrs. Inez
barrassing fervor. The business ses
Cameron, Mrs. Laura Grinnell and
sion centered around golf with a de
The Knox County Sunday School Miss Mabel Ayer.
sire manifest for another friendly Association, now known as the Knox
series with the lately triumphant County Council of Religious Educa
Rotary Club. Capt. W’insor of the tion will meet in the Congregational
In spite of Saturday’s inclement
local corps of the Salvation Army Church, Camden, on Thursday. A weather there was an excellent at
spoke briefly of his work and cam program beginning at 10 a. m., and tendance at the official opening of the
continuing until 8 p. m., with recesses new store of W. H. Glover Co. The
paign.
for dinner and supper, has been ar event was held at the behest of 'the
Interesting speakers will Sherwin-Williams Paint Co. whose
The Unlversalist Sunday School ranged.
resumed activities Sunday in a most be heard as will a musical program products are carried complete. The
auspicious manner, with a large, at at the afternoon and evening ses handsome storp proved a revelation
tendance of pupils and a. full quota sions. Rev. F. F. Fowle of Rock of utilitarian beauty, customers ex
of teachers. Rev. Stanley Manning port is president of the Council. All claiming over the pleasant color com
of Augusta, State superintendent, pastors, Church School superintend binations, restful yet efficient light
addressed the school in a happy man* ents, officers, teachers and workers ing and harmony of fixtures. The
ner. The list of teachers: Mrs. Ella in Church schools, and young people show cases are of special design and
Bird, Miss Ellen Cochran. Mrs. E. of 14 years and over are all cordially convenience of handling, mainly the
W. Pike, Miss Myrtle Herrick. Mrs. invited to attend.
product of Glover craftsmen. The
C. A. Knickerbocker, Miss Alice
large new o^ces proved a model suite
Committal services were held Sun The S. W. paint men were on hand
Fuller. Mrs. A. B. Higgs, A Anon B.
Cooper,' Miss Ruth Davis and Miss day afternoon at Achorn cemetery for ^demonstrate as was a representa
Murial Ripley (kindergarten class). the late Miss Ruth H. MacFurland, 19, tive of Bird's roofing. The big store
Mrs. Lilian 8. Copping as director of of Pittsfield who died in Bangor was gay with flowers, sent by friendly
music is assisted by Miss Hope Green- Sept. 12. Miss MacFarland was the firms, local and out-of-town, and
halgh at the piano. Miss Cochran granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs storekeeper Austin W. Smith did the
George A. Crockett, formerly of this official honors, welcoming a surpris
is acting superintendent at present.
city and Thomaston, now residing in ingly large number of people.
Pittsfield. She was a young woman
of promise and sweet personality and
Alan F. McAlary is attending the
beloved by her many friends and
relatives, evidenced by the number of New England 'Water Works Associa
young people assembled at the ceme tion convention in Portland this week.
tery to pay the last tribute to one An interesting four day session has
whom they are to miss, and by the been arranged by the committee in
exceptionally beautiful floral offer charge, headed by J. W. Graham,
ings. Much sympathy goes to the manager of the Portland Water Dis
Haddock
Beef
brother. Robert MacFarland, an<R to trict, assisted by Vernon F. West and
the grand parents who are left sad W. F. Sullivan, mayor of Nashua,
Halibut
Pork
N. H. In addition to the business
dened by her early demise
sessions such features as a Maine
Swordfish
Lamb ,
From all federated clubs in Maine, clanf chowder luncheon, theatre
Mackerel
Veal
presidents and delegates will be at party, clam bake and sail on Casco
the annual fall convention of Bay, sightseeing trips, receptions, a
Clams tending
Chickens
the Maine Federation of Women’s bridge, dinner dance, golf tourna
Clubs, at Portland today to Friday ment, etc., will figure in the enter
Oysters
noon. It is expected that some 500 tainment program for the visitors and
Home Made Sausage
clubwomen will be at these sessions. their wives. The business session
Mrs. John T. JSkolfield, of Portland, opened formally this morning with
Fresh Vegetables
president, and her hoard are retiring Gov. Gardiner delivering the address
welcome.
Convention
head
after two record-making years in of
free delivery
club work.
New officers will be quarters are at The Eastland.
elected.
Other important business
TEL. 600
111-113
Will be settled. A program replete
MARRIED
with helpful features will be enjoyed; HALL-MACKAY St. George.
11. by Rev.
Mr. Barton. Almond K’aleb Hall of St. George
and Portland is prepared to play hos
and Miss Cornelia Miller Mackay of Port
tess with her usual grace. The Cham
Clyde, Canada.
USED FURNITURE ber
of Commerce has been active in
HKISTAD-RORBRTS At Portland, (Sept. 14.
assisting the Woman’s Literary
by Rev. Clarence Clarke, Trygve Heistad of
Union, the hostess club, and there will
Rockport and 'Miss Shirley J. Roberts of
Portland.
he a drive one afternoon; a banquet
Charge Account If Desired
at the Lafayette, with notable speak
DIED
ers; and a lecture and organ Concert
September Clearance of Depend
for other evening events. It prom BARTER At Rockland. Kept. 16. Gertrude R.
able Furniture and Stoves at
widow
of
'Silas
M.
Barter, aged 5(5 years, 5
ises to be the best ever.
Tremendous Reductions

TALK OF THE TOWN

YOU SAVE
By Trading At Foodland
Fancv Eastern
Cut to Fry
Cut to Boil

Halibut

lb 42c

Strictly Fresh

Codfish Tongues lb

19c

Native

Preserving Pears pk
Fancy

49c

Mild Cured

Smoked Shoulders lb 21c
Narragansctt Bay
Fresh
Opened

pt

Oysters

45c

Machine Sliced Rindless Lean

Sugar Cured Bacon lb

33c

Spaghetti
Noodles

Macaroni

J
4 pks 25c

Native Packed

Golden Bantam Corn 3 cans

47c

Foss Extracts boltle

29c

Crisco 1 lb tiri

23c

Pickling Vinegar gal1

Preserving Jars

39c

pts ,85c

q[ts 99c

Everything For Preserving

Market

Perry’s
Where

Quality

And

Meet

Prices

BARN AT A BARGAIN
Barn on James street to be taken down or moved off
lot at once. Bargain for anyone who would like
some second-hand lumber. Must be sold by Sept 1 8
A.

C.

HAMILTON

442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Cooked

Corned Beef

tSTMUSHED
M5»
WHERE ECONOMY RUIIS"

Lamb

Fores
Genuine
Spring

lb 20c

Freshly

. -

Bnskets

Size Cut
Shoulders
Fresh-Lean
Skin & Fat
Removed

rv -

25c

Pound

1

□teak

Hams

Tender

Round

lb 25c

lb 20c
lb 39c

Sugar
11
Cured.
Smoked
10 to 12 lb.
Average

The
Afknfir J(&
Great AUaiHlC
*

Il)

Parifie 1
ravine i

Wooster’s Market
SPECIALS

FOOD
VATION
PROGRAM
THI DANGER POINT

r

THE

DAMPER POINT

How to safeguard your

family’s health this winter
Health centers upon the food

is the danger point. When

we eat. You know that. And

the temperature creeps above

so for your family you buy

that point bacteria multiply

the best of nourishing food.

astonishingly. When it falls

But do you preserve this

too low—as in back-porch

food safely, economically?
Doctors and public health

authorities are agreed that

and window - sill makeshifts
—foods freeze, lose their nour

ishment value.

only artificial refrigeration

Whether the calendar says

the year around safely guards

June or January, artificial re

perishable food products. Cold

frigeration keeps the temper

is the conqueror of those tiny

ature exactly where it should

micro-organisms that cause

be to avoid waste, and guards

food to spoil.

the health of your family.

Fifty degrees

Share in 835 Prize
Contest Awards Tota ting

’25,000°»°„u.
For writing best 400 word letter telling: “Why 50
Degrees Is the Danger Point,” you ean winfirst prise—

MODEL HOME
To set the nution thinking on
this vitally important topic of
proper food preservation—to
glean new ideas, new facts and
figures concerning food preser
ration in guarding health and
preventing economic waste, the
National Food Preservation
Council offers prizes to the value
of $25,000 for the best essays in a
National Idea Contest.

The capital prize is a Model
lomc; or $10,000 in gold. The

second prize a 1930 five-passen
ger Cadillac Coupe, selling at
$3,595 F. O. IL Detroit; the third
prize $2,000 in gold-—and so on
down the list of 832 other big
cash awards.

Ask us for your free copy of
the booklet “How to Safeguard
Your Family’s Ileal th”.Thistells
you the rules of the contest; the
names of the judges; and gives
complete list of prizes*

Central Maine Power Company
Cooperating with

National Food Preservation Council
KNOW THE SCOTCHMAN WHO— so he <iould read his fellow passen

Drank tea for 20 years but then had
to quit because his tea leaves wore
out?
Proposed to the girl on the 18-day
Hollywood diet?
Bought old model T Fords to sell to
his friends for vibrators?
Got a job on the other side of town

ger’s paper as he rode to work?
Won’t stay out late at night be
cause he refuses to waste words ex
plaining
his wife?
Put popcorn in his wife’s pancakes
so they wpuld turn themselves over?
Was married in the backyard so the
chickens would have the rice?
Wouldn’t tee his golf ball on any
thing but an ant hill?

Took to swimming so he could use
the free-hand stroke?
Aftef lining his pockets with felt
to keep his change from wearing out
finally substituted fishhooks?
Thought he was bound to sutceed
as long as he sat tight?
Matched his friend to see w’ho
would subscribe to the Pathfinder?
Walked all over own looking for a
(heap post office?—The Pathfinder.

x Xvzrz'■; J: '

SOLD

The cool night air is a reminder
that it is time for that Kitchen
Stove or Parlor Heater you need.
We have a splendid selection. A
complete line of Furniture, Stoves
and
Heaters, Baby Carriages,
Sewing Machines, Piano, Office
Furniture, Desks and numerous
miscellaneous articles.
A Visit Here Will Repay You

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

months, 5 days. Funeral Thursday at 1
p. nr., from Bowes & Crozier parlors; burial
in Boothbay.

Flies are dangerous. They are also
the filthiest insect known. They de
posit germs in three ways. By con
tact, vomit spots and excreta. They
taint everything they touch. FLYTOX kills flies. It is safe, stainless.
Simple instructions on each bottle
(blue label) for killing ALL household
i. . . is INSIST on FLY-TOX. FLYTOX is the scientific insecticide de
veloped a Mellon Institute of In
dustrial Research hy Rex Research
Fellowship. FLY-TOX brings health,
comfort and cleanliness with its per
fume-like fragrance.—adv,
I

CARD OF THANKS

We offer this means of expressing our grati

tude to friends and neighbors for their kind
ness during the bereavement caused by the
death of our aunt; for flowers sent; and to
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Walter for singing
two selections requested by her.
‘Mr. and <Mrs. William D. W’altet.
W’aldoboro

The succecfisful launching of tin
all-metal dirigible is hailed with
great enthusiasm. What everybody
dreads is when some head-line Writer
condenses it to “Tin Bag.’’—Detroit
News.

Uring regular automobfle gasoline, Martin Jensen has just set a new altitude record et 26fi00 test
a cabin monoplane fueled with gas of this kind. The flight was made with a Wasp Fairchild plane from
• Long Island, New York, field without the use of a supercharger. Officials of the New York Automobile
Onb certified that the plane was fueled with eighty gallons of Hi-Test Tydol and lubricated with ten
W Vcsdol motor oil. Representatives of the National Aeronautical Aasociatioo fealad tha

tat

,

| faad it at the conclusion of the flight,
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Rockland
Rockport
West Rockport
The Islands

Shopping Around the Bay
"SERVICE BY CONDON

THORNDIKE & HK LOBSTER CO.
“PLYM0U1m ROPE”
The Best By Test

Not a Poor Coi in a Carload
A
ROCKLANt). MAINE

Facial Maeeaga
Manicuring
Shampooing
Permanent Waving

“Rug Cleaning Time”

Lady Knox Beauty Shoppe

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

CHARLOTTE ALLEY, Prop.
Finger Waving a Specialty
299 Main St.
Rockland Tel. 780

Telephone 170

ROCKLAND

17 LIMEROCK ST.

“ATLAS PAINTS”
Wetherill
Products

W. J. ROBERTSON
Contractor
and Builder
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Plumbing
Heating Contractor

MARSTON’S GARAGE
Pirrene and Philco Battery
Sales and Service

Telephone 244
106 PLEASANT ST., ROCKLAND

TEL. 511

..i

221 MAIN ST.

ROBERTS & VEAZIE, INC.
M. F. LOVEJOY, Manager

One thing, and that a misfortune,
can still happen to motorists and
often does for that matter. The
misfortune in question is battery
trouble.
No matter how fine a car you may
have, if the battery in it, that gives
it its source of power, is not of the
best and latest model you are still
subject to a stalled car occasionally.
Don’t laugh, your battery may
not have given you any trouble so
far, but some dark night, while you
are driving at a snappy clip, with
all apparently serene, your lights
may suddenly leave you. Or some
time, when you go out to get into
your car, it may obstinately refuse
to start. And you may find that
the trouble lies in your battery.
If you have a $5,000 car, or the
cheapest priced car made, you can
insure yourself against battery
troubles by investing in a Willard
battery.
This fine battery is
handled locally by Alfred P. Con
don, 75 Park street.
Alfred P. Condon sells and main
tains a service station for Willard
batteries, and many motorists in
Rockland and vicinity have found
that they can forget battery failures
with a Willard. Here one will find
a complete equipment for repairing
and recharging batteries. He can
charge 40 batteries at one time and
maintains a delivery service car and
will return your battery to you,
much improved.

GENERAL INSURANCE
Steamer Tickets To All Parts of the World
TEL. 675-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

C. W. LIVINGSTON
Manufacturer of
AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS
Agent For
HADLEY SPRINGS
Guaranteed
TEL. 660-W
148 SO. MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND
MARBLE & GRANITE WORKS
20 Lindsey Street
Rockland

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY CARED FOR

DAVID L. McCARTY
DRUGS

SUNDRIES

Telephone 1071-J

ROCKLAND. ME.

606 MAIN STREET

LADY KNOX LEADS

MONUMENT ART

Penobscot Fish Co.

Butter Week

NONE BUT THE BEST

This Phrase Spells Satisfac Simon K. Hart Is a Master of Modern Beauty Culture Has Willow Street Market Has
Choice Meats of All Kinds
Rockland Shrine
Difficult Craft
tion To Car Owners

DISTRIBUT ORS FOR

10 LIMEROCK STREET

Camden
Thomaston
Owl’s Head
St. George

At 574 Main street is one of the
Beauty is more than skin deep
these days. With speed and effi most complete food shops in town,
ciency, demi-gods of the modern the Willow S.t Market, which
world, it has taken its place in a handles a fine line of meats and
new way. No longer is it a mat groceries. When going to the Wil
ter for the young, unmarried girl, low St. Market, you are always as
and then restricted to a cursory dash sured good fresh meats, kept that
of powder to keep the shine off the way by electric refrigeration. None
end of her nose. Time was when but the highest grade meats are sold
that was the order of beauty, em to the customers.
bellished more or less by ribbons,
G. M. Steves, the owner, makes
hairpins, frilly dresses and funny sure that the prices are always rea
topknots, recognized as the mode in sonable, in fact more so than a great
hairdressing, and they did it all many other establishments. High
themselves.
grade groceries are always kept or
Perhaps that last phrase accounts hand in sufficient quantity to assure
for some of the comedy women an,d everyone that they can get exactly
girls of today see in the photographs w hat they want when they want it.
of the belles of 30 years ago. After
It will pay you to visit the Wil
looking at some of the ancient tin- low St. Market and see for yourself
t) pes, it is scarcely any wonder that the fine things which they have to
the dainty, well groomed women of sell. Stop in and buy your supply
today often gaze in awe at the com of groceries and meats for the week
plicated arrangement of hair worn end and if you do not go back every
with such pride in the days of yore, time it will not be the fault of the
and wonder how such intricate pat goods. While others are charging
terns could be woven with the hu high prices, the Willow St. Market
man hair without loss of life, or at has the same quality products at a
least the risk of a broken arm in the lower price, with no lessening of
maneuvering.
the value.
But that was all long ago. Beautv
When it is best quality that you
is no longer given up by a woman want, at the lowest price and with
when girlishness begins to fade. In prompt delivery, why not get in
fact, for some women, it never touch with the Willow St. Market
fades; for these women have the and be assured of the best? Tele
secret of beauty and youth; care, as phone your order to Rockland 1230.
given by persons skilled in it.
LATEST MODES
Care of skin, hands, nails, scalp
ROCKLAND
D. L. Barron Keeps Up To and hair are the principal points
of attention of the skilled beauty
the Minute In Millinery
FIRE
ALARM
Have you ever been wondering specialist. Many Rockland women.
Main Street, Corner Limerock
where to find a becoming hat to [ as well as women from all parts of 25
27 Pacific and Mechanic streets,
j
this
vicinity,
have
learned
the
secret
wear with that new frock? Just
near Snow’s Store
step into D. L. Barron’s, 578 Main of perennial youth and beauty, and, 29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
'
in
seeking
the
best
beauty
special33 Tillson Avenue
street and you’ll find just that be
34 Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
coming model you have been wish i ists, invariably go to the Lady Knox 35 Main Street, Corner North
ing for. This shop is catering to I Beauty Shop.
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
All kinds of beauty culture are 36
37 Main Street, Corner Park
the millinery needs of people in
provided
at
the
Lady
Knox
Beauty
38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
this section and has earned the rep
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
utation of being among the leaders Shoppe, particularly permanent 42
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
|
waves,
one
of
the
most
important
of
in the city.
45 Middle Street, opposite Fern
The latest modes in fashions are the beauty aids, and one of the most 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
displayed in this modern emporium. i sought after as well. The Lady 47 Knox County General Hospital
48 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
You may rest assured that whatever Knox Beauty Shoppe is located at 49
Camden and Front Streets
i
299
Main
street
and
the
telephone
hat you select will have exclusive
51 Head of Cedar Street
number
is
780-R.
52 West Meadow Road
ness and individuality, all of which
53 Camden Street, near F. B. Church
will delight the most fastidious.
54 Maverick, Cor. Spruce
Another attractive offering of of D. L. Barron's.
62 Militia Call
Quality and the right price on 75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
this shop is the scarf line. The
latest shades for fall and winter their merchandise, as well as cour 85 Out-of-town call
Chiefs Call
may be found here. Scarfs which tesy to their customers, is the "pre 22
Repeated, No School
5
will add a touch of color to the fall dominating feature of D. L. Bar- 1-1 Two single strokes fire all out.
ensemble are among the accessories ion’s, 578 Main street.

Gravestones and monuments are
not a commodity for which a per
son is in the market very often, but
there are always enough customers
to make the business of manufactur
ing them a profitable one. Tastes
differ, but styles are not very change
able in this line, beauty and endur
ance being the two main qualities
which are combined in the manufac
ture of these articles.
Sooner or later everyone must
face the prospect of purchasing a
gravestone or a monument to mark
the last resting place of a relative
or friend. It may not be a pleas
ant duty but it is a necessary one and
it is well to know that right here in
Rockland is a firm which provides
the service and provides it efficiently.
Simon K. Hart of 53 Pleasant
street is in mind. It is not a new
concern, having served this com
munity for over 40 years. In the
shop on Pleasant street, specimens
of the stone worker’s handicraft may
be observed and a trip of inspection
is always available and welcome.
The cost for an appropriate mon
ument or marker is not excessive
at the plant of Simon K. Hart.
Beauty may' be obtained without
meaning a prohibitive cost and en
durance is an ever present factor in
granite.

DAIRY, pound................................. 47c
TUB, pound..................................... 46c
CREAMERY, pound................
48c
WILLOW STREET MARKET
Free Delivery
Prompt Telephone Service
Telephones 1230-—1231
574 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

Extra Power-Extra Speed
No Extra Price
THE NEW AND BETTER

TEXACO
GASOLINE

A. C. McLOON & CO. ,
SUITS PRESSED 75c
TAILOR
Telephone 403
299 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

IRON WORKFRS

Manufacturer

A. P. LORD
TENTS

FLAGS
BOAT COVERS
SPRAY HOODS
CUSHIONS
TOURIST AND CAMPERS’

OUTFITS
YACHT HARDWARE
WIRE ROPE

Telephone 555

Collision Work a Specialty

RACKLIFF & WITHAM

CONFECTIONERY
FRUITS
TOBACCO

SHOE SHINING
HAT CLEANING

Alive Lobsters

Telephone <27

340 Main Street
Rockland
Telephone 8120

turned to their home in Wollaston,
Mass., after visiting W. J. Wotton for
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Friou and a week.
amily have returned to their home
Mrs.
Irving
Simmons
(Doris
n Brooklyn after spending the Sum Mason) is employed at O. C. Cook's
ner here.
home.
“Hot Stuff.” a talking picture with
Mrs. Jessie Thompson Thursday
jnderwent an operation In State and about youth, starring Alice
White, will be tho feature tat the
Street Hospital, Portland.
Mrs. Inez Zuicker, Kenneth Zuicker Playhouse Wednesday. There will
ind Miss Harriet Morley have re also be a sound Pathe News and talk-

FRIENDSHIP

T^ftlost Beautiful

BLACK you have

everseen

1

"HP HE most beautiful black you’ve
ever seen I" “AU my friend*
admire my new black silk I” “The
coat I thought was hopelessly spotted
is now a new, beautiful black 1”
[These are typical comments from
women who have used these true, jet
black dyes.
Diamond Dyes Black never gives
cloth a greenish or bronzy look, as
so many black dyes do. Like Diamond
Dyes Red and all the other Diamond
colors, it is easy to use and gives
such beautiful results because it is
rich in pure anilines. It’s the anilines
in dyes that give them brilliance,
depth and fastness; make them go
Dn smoothly and evenly, without

streaking or spotting. And Diamond
Dyes contain the highest quality
anilines that money can buy. The
white package of Diamond Dyes
is the highest quality dye, prepared
for general use. It will dye or tint
silk, wool, cotton, linen, rayon, or
any mixture of materials. The blue
package is a special dye, for silk and
wool only. With it you can dye your
valuable articles of silk or wool with
results equal to the finest professional
work. When you buy—remember this.
The blue package dyes silk or wool
only. The white package will dye
every kind of goods, including silk
and wooL Your dealer has both
packages.

FISSETTE’S
Body and Fender Shop

AUTO TOP MANUFACTURER
Telephone 333

AUTO PAINTING
Telephone 666
103 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, ME.

D. L. BARRON

“MURPHY”

Varnishes and Enamel

Exclusive Line of
LADIES’ HATS

W. J. ROBERTSON
Builders’ Supplies
Lumber
20 GLEASON ST.
TEL. 124-3
THOMASTON

AND SCARFS
•»
Telephone 835
578 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

CHIROPODIST
FOOT TROUBLES
Should bo the least of your
worriee if you see eomeone who
knows how to care for them

Building and Repairing Boilers, Tanks (Water, Gas and
Oil), Structural Iron Work, Stacks, Blacksmiths, Electric
Welding, Plates, Flats, Rounds, Structurals.

79 MECHANIC STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVINGSTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY

PHILIP SULIDES

Rockland

SIMON K. HART
Monuments
Telephone 911-M
Rockland

Consult

NAUM & ADAMS

220 So. Main Street

ROCKLAND

TEL. 966

SAIL AND AWNING

R. E. COLTART
ROCKLAND

Rockland, Me.

LSiUHj Battery Service
and Sales

I. L. SNOW COMP AN V

Amco Treated Manila Rope
Whitlock Manila Rope
Carter’s Victor Brand Oil Clothes
New Jersey Marine Paints

Telephone 20

Alfred P. Condon

A. P. RICHARDSON

WE SPECIALIZE AS

Agents:

"IT PAYS TO BUY THE BEST”

Rockland, Me.

Distributors

Tel. 51

P. O. Box 408
Atlantic Wharf

Rockland

TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
Rubber Belt
LeatherBelt
Pulleys
,
Hangers
Pillow Blocks x
Couplings
Shaftings
11 LIME ST.
TEL 360
ROCKLAND, ME.

SOUTH WALDOBORO daughter of New Rochelle, N. Y., and |
Mrs. Clarence Harding arrived the Miss Edith W’inchenbaeh of Brook- .
Sherman Wotton has returned from first of the week from Boston and lyn, have been guests of Miss Fannie j
a Portland hospital and is conval returned Thursday to her newly Mank.
escing at the home of his parents, Mr. purchased home in Auburndale. She
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Peterson and
and Mrs Walter II. Wotton.
was accompanied on the return by family have returned to Brockton. i
,
Mrs. John L. La Roche of Madison, her mother, who is convalescing from Mass.
I
Clinton B. Stahl is making exten
N. J., is visiting Mrs. William L. a recent illness.
sive
improvements
on
the
W
’
elt
home•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Page
and
son
Tompkins.
Mrs. Levi Noyes has returned from Donald of South Boston with Mrs. stead which he recently purchased.
Rose Davis of Tenants Harbor were
Harold W. Flanders has 'been in
a short stay in Portland.
visitors Thursday at Mrs. Brainard Hudson, Mass., on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo C. Creamer of Winchenbach’s and Austin WinchenMr. and Mrs. William G. Reed have
Waban spent the weekend here.
bach’s.
gone to Bra-ndon, Vt.
Mrs. Arthur Crisp recently under
The M.&B. Union Aid will journey
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay attended the
went an operation in a New York to Jefferson Wednesday where thKy meeting of the trustees of the Lincoln
hospital.
will be entertained at the home of Home at the residence of Mrs. Alice '
James Logan Taylor arrived in Mark Hutchins.
Richards in Newcastle.
Alfred Shuman and family, Stephen
Montreal Sunday on the S. S. CalMrs. Isadore E. Hoffses was in
Burrows
and
Gertrude
French
mo

garic after spending the summer
Portland Saturday and Sunday.
tored
to
Bangor
Thursday.
studying abroad.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hovey have been
Mrs. Brainard Winchenbach, Mrs.
Miss Evelyn Genthner of South Gladys Winchenbach and Mr. and in Portland for a few days.
Waldoboro graduated from State Mrs. Alvin Wallace attended the fu
Mrs. Irving Eaton, Worcester. Mass.,
Street Hospital, Portland, on Mon neral of the late Austin Davis Wed is the guest of her parents. Mr. and
day after completing a three year's nesday at Tenant’s Harbor.
Mrs. Asa I. Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Maxim of Wincourse.
Rev. T. H. Fernald is holding serv
Lestyn Thompson returned from ices every Sunday evening at the local throp were in town last week.
Mrs. Fannie Burns has been .in
Hainsville Saturday night after a stay church. Mr. Fernald’s discourse last
Sunday evening was particularly in Boston.
of several weeks.
Stuart C. Hemingway of Syracuse
Miss Virginia Burns and Miss Isa teresting and impressive. It is re
belle Havener entered Rockland High grettable that more do not get out has joined the family at Riverside
and enjoy the privilege of hearing thf Farm.
School Monday.
message that he brings.
Mrs. Eudora Miller is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brow and
The local school and High School her brother in Thomaston.
Joseph Fernandez motored to Port opened Sept. 9. Edward Genthner,
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Mayo have
land Saturday.
Kenneth W’inchenbaeh, returned to closed their camp at Martin’s Point
Burnham & Morrill started buying the High for their junior year. Eve and returned to Rochester, N. Y.
clams Monday and the factory will lyn W’inchenbaeh and Lowell Wallace
Lauriston Little, who is employed
start operations Tuesday or Wednes are in their senior year.
at the home of S. H. Weston and son,
day.
Miss Gertrude W’inchenbaeh has is in the White Mountains on his va
Matt Jones, Jr., returned to Boston returned home from the village where cation.
Saturday after visiting Miss Abby she has had employment.
Miss Margaret Ashworth has been
Louise Spear for several days.
at home from St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Miss Polly Spear has been confined
WALDOBORO
The first meeting of Meenahga
to her home with an infected knee.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waltz who Grange after the summer recess had
Arthur Crisp returned from New have spent the summer here, have
a large attendance. Plans were made
York Monday.
returned to Ann Arbor, Mich.
for the entertainment o£ Lincoln
Ralph Lovell has gone to Boston Pomona Sept. 24 and committees
“United States Radio Fans to Hear
where he will enter the School of named. Both the meeting and din
German Programs Soon. ReichfunkPharmacy.
ner will be held in Odd Fellows hall.
gesellschaft Koenigwusterhausen to
Lawyer and Mrs. W’olcott of
Go on Air.”—Post head-line. “So
An optimist is a man who shows bis
that's the German for I'm Just a Rochester, N. Y., Mrs. James E. Wil
Vagabond Lover!”—Chicago Eve son and daughter of Worcester, girl how to use a revolver.—-Dayton
Mass., Mrs. Gladys Thomas and Journal.
ning Post.
_____ ___________

ing comedy.
p. m.

Pictures start at 7.15
’

ECONOMY
FRUIT STORE
FRUITS
CANDY
ICE CREAM
POP CORN
Telephone 221 -W
9 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND

Body and Fender Shop
Telephone 466-M
6S5 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

REG. NURSE
Telephone 593-W
,
320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 916

Arrow Collars and Shirts
Stetson Hats
S. RUBENSTEIN
Leopold & Morse Clothes
Armstrong Sweaters
ROCKLAND, ME.

6314 PARK STREET

BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Charles Miller is in Massachu
setts for a two weeks’ visit.
Meetings have been held in the
grammar s chool each evening the
past week. conducted by Rev. Mr.
Holt.
Mumps are the prevailing epidemic
in this vicinity.
Mrs. Nettie Grinnell entertained
the September Farm Bureau Tues
day with attendance of 14. “Cottage
Cheese Uses” being the subject, two
dishes were served at the dinner,
recipes were supplied to eabh pres
ent. and reading matter in charge of
Mrs. Veda Johnson and Mrs. Gladys
Linscott was taken up in the after
noon. On Oct. 9 Mrs. Hazel Sukeforth will entertain, subject “Bas
ketry.”
Miss Jesse Lawrence of Rockland
was a business caller at Mrs. Florence Calderwood's Friday.
News was received Friday of the
death of Mrs. Li&zie Linscott Maddocks which occurred in Rockland.
Funeral services were held at her
late home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Prior of Me
domak have been visiting at Charles
Smith’s.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. Thurston of Kennebunk Is i
staying at Medomak Cub Camp while
in town wiring several houses for
electric lights.
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Poland,
Miss Sarah L. Fuller and Ross Mc
Kenney started on a trip to Northern
Maine Thursday where they will en
joy a stay of several weeks hunting
and fishing.
Charles E. Overlook has been do
ing carpenter work for W. W. Light.
Mrs. Laura Fuller and Chrystabel
Fuller were visitors at the home of
Mrs. Clara Overlook last Thursday.
If you left it up to them and didn’t
use any persuasion one way or the
other fruit juices would rather fer
ment than jell.—Kay Features.
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HORIZONTAL

I HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
36-Self
37-Ancient capital of
lower Egypt
39- Lincoln'8 son
40-Chief constituent of
fatty oils
'42-Kingdom between
Tibet and India
44-Reflned fat of hog
,45-Chinese monetary
unit
' 46-The fox

VERTICAL (Cont.)
1O-Learning
12- Unrestricted
13- Measure
15-A palace In Rome,
Israel
now a museum
10- Let
17-Tolerated
11-A member of the
papal party In
19-Comrades
medieval Italy
21-Course of thought
13- Splke of Indian
23- Here (Dial.)
corn
24- Oepressed
14- Narratives
27- Friend of Othello
I
16-Earller than
28- Sing In a free,
VERTICAL
15- SubJect of novel by
Impulsive way
Bulwer-Lytton
1- Meadow
30- Psrtalnlng to one’s
20- Di*figure
2- Point of compass
birth
21- Contraction of
3- The fatty part of
31- Verbal
"taken" (Scot.)
milk
33- A confection of
22- Confusion (obsolete) 4- Anxious
sugar
24- Wlthered
5- Specles of shrub,
34— One of Columbus’
25- Capital of Persia
including poison
boats
26- Salt-peter
Ivy
37- Exhaust
29—Giver
6- No (Scot.,
38- Wither
32- Vehicles
7- Prohibit
41-Part of head
33- Head covering
9-Darken or obscure . 43-Suffix meaning
35-Cholce
generally
"footed’’
1-A church reading
desk
7- Precious
8- Seventh king of

Copyright. The Intcrnattonal Syndicate

Solution to Previous Puzzle.
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Fall Excursions

BOSTON
REDUCED FARES
SPECIAL
ROUND TRIPS FROM
Bangor
$3.20 Camden....
$7.05
Bucksport
7.85 Brooklin
9.50
Belfast
7.50 Bar Harbor 10.65
Rockland $5.85
Correspondingly low fares from
other landings
Going Dates: Leaving any date from
September 23rd to October 12th, in
clusive.
Return Limit:
15 days, including
date of sailing.
Comfortable staterooms, suitable for
two persons, each way, $2.50 and up.
For information and reservations ap
ply Wharf Office

AN IDEAL TOURIST CENTRE FOR
SCOTLAND
I dare say that most strangers to
Scotland will be surprised, and per
haps skeptical, when I say that,
knowing Scotland well, the ideal cen
tre I recommended to the tourist who
wants to see a maximum of the diver
sified Highland and Lowland and sea
coast scenery and the most histori
cally interesting places in Scotland
Is—Glasgow. The city not only is
accessible directly from New York
and just over night from London, hut
it is easily and comfortably within
reach of any part of England or
Scotland.
For one-day excursions
you will have a bewildering choice.
Between breakfast and dinner you
will be able to go to beautiful Loch
Lomond and take the lake steamqr
trip. Or you take the train to Collander, drive through the Trosaachs
to Loch Katrine and to Loch Lomond
on the way back. “Doon the watter”
—by steamer along the Firth of Clyde
will take you to gay holiday resorts
or quaint little villages between
mountains and sea. From Glasgow
you can be within the hour in the
very heart of the “Scott Country” or
the “Burns Country” according to
whether you start cast or south. Last
of all, a steamer will take you to
Oban and through the Caledonian
Canal so that you can spend a week
end in the Highlands N fore return
ing to your headquarters.

EASTERN Bladder Irritation
steamship tines

If functional Bladder Irritation
disturbs your sleep, causes Burning
or Itching Sensation. Backache or
Leg Pains, making you feel tired,
depressed, and discouraged, why
not try the Cystex 48 Hour Test?
Don't give up. Get Cystejt today at
any drug store. Put it to the test.
See for yourself what it does. Money
back if it doesn't bring quick im
provement, and satisfy you com
pletely. Try Cystex today. Only 60c.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Boats between Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
Haven. Stonington. Swan's Island
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
Subject To Change Without Notice
DAILY SUNDAYS EX< SITED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Yinalliaven dally except
Sunday at 7.09 A. M. and 1.00 F. M. Arriv
ing at Rockland at 8.20 A. M. and 2.20 P. M
Returning leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M and
3.30 P. M. direct for Yinalliaven, arriving
at 10.50 A. M and 4.50 p. M

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE

STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sundays at 0.30 A. M.. Stonington 7.25. North
Haven 8.20: due at Rockland about 9.30 A M.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 P. M.
North Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4.30 ; due to
arrive at Swan's Island about 5.30 P. M.
B. II. STINSON
74-tf
General Agent

DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8
Chiropractor
111 Limerock Straa*
(Corner Lincoln)
Lady in att«noano»
Phone ltd!
p«lnl.«a Syaten
of Adjusting

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Succ^xHur to Hr T L

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 13<
Limerock St.
RocW»»"*
Graduate «f American llcbool M

DR. F. B. ADAMS
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
)ffice Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to 8 P. M
Telephone 160
Attention given to Medical and
Electrical Treatment
83-120

DR.LINWOOD T. ROGER?

Osteopathic Physician
896 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

Telephone 1298; Reeldenoe M8-*
_____
M-V
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Whereas, William E. Mortimer of Warren.
In the County of Knox ami State of Maine,
by his mortgage deed dated December 11th,
1928, and recorded in Knox County Registry
i f Deeds, Book 218. Page 550, conveyed to the
undersigned. Fred A. Thorndike of Rockland,
in said County of Knox ami State of .Maine,
a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said Warren, and bounded and described as
follows, to wit :
Beginning at a stake and stones on the road
leading to Thomaston : thence running South
09 deg. West 18 rods to Oyster River : thence
Easterly along the banks of said river 11 rods
and 10 links to a stake in line of land be
longing to heirs of the late George iLcrmond:
thence North 58’/L> East by said George Lermond heirs' land about 13 rods to the road
above mentioned: thence Northerly as said
road runs and bounded by the same 9 rods
and 13 links to the first mentioned bounds.
Containing three-fourths of an acre, more or
less, together with the use of the road as for
merly used for Lerifiond's saw mill and mill
yard from the same point of said road to the
main road with no other obstructions than
now exist.
Also one other lot or parcel of land situ
ated in said Warren in said County, ami
bounded and described as follows, to wit : Be
ginning at the Westerly side of the highway
leading from Oyster River Bridge to Warren
Village and at the Southerly line of .1. E.
W.vllle's land: thence Southwesterly by said
Wyllie's land to Oyster River: thence South
easterly by the river to the land of T. L.
O'Brien: thence Easterly by said highway
Northerly to the place of beginning contain
ing 5 acres, more or less; together with all
the buildings situated on the aforedescribed
parcels of land.
See deed of George E. Kane and Betsey J.
Kane to William E. Mortimer, dated March
7th. 1928, and recorded in Knox Registry of
Deeds. Book 215, Page 431.
Subject, however.-to prior mortgages.
And whereas the conditions of said mort
gage have been broken.
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland, Maine, September 9th,
1929.
FRED A. THORNDIKE
Rocklaml. Sept. 9th. 1929.
Personally appeared the above named Fred
A. Thorndike, and made oath that the fore
going foreclosure notice, by him signed, Is
true.
Before me,
GILFORD B. BUTLER
109-T-115
Justice of the Peace.

War Communique That
* Has Its Amusing Side
An amusing Instance of wai
propaganda in the form of an of
ficial communique which gave at
astounding Spanish version of th»
battle between Sir Francis Drakf
and the Spanish armudn, has just
come to light In London, Pierre
Van Panssen records, In the At
lanta Constitution. This official
Spanish proclamation, Issued In
Madrid by the government of Phil
lp 11 In September, 1588, tells a
story which will astonish every
schoolboy who remembers the story
of the famous game of bowls, and
the subsequent trouncing of the
Spanish fleet. The Spanish com
munique relates that the duke ol
Medina, In command of the Span
ish fleet, sailed up the channel ns
far as Plymouth, “where, having
been notified of the enemy’s pres
ence, he mustered and placed in
order all his warships; and cruis
ing along the channel, on August
1, they discovered some enemy
sails, which the following day ap
peared to be sixty warships. These
the duke enught up and overtook,
but they would not give battle, al
though It was represented to
them.” From this point, the Span
ish version proceeds to relate that
finally some of the English ships
did engage in real battle, which
resulted In fifteen of them being
taken by the Spanish, Including
Sir Francis Drake's flagship, with
the admiral himself on board.
What happened next the commu
nique does not state, the imagination
of the official writer having ex
hausted itself by that time. Sim
ilarly, during the World war, some
communiques left troops nt n cer
tain point and never referred to
them again.

Many Objects Given
Name of Washington
It Is no more than natural that
the nnme of the first President of
the United States, because of his
torical significance and popular nppeal, should be used As a fitting
name for this and that tree, or city,
or building.
Take, for example, the Washing
ton cedar, the big tree of Califor
nia. This is Indeed a suitable me
morial to General Washington. Or
the famous Washington elm, that
so long stood In Cambridge, Mass.,
under which he took command of
the Continental nrmy In 1775.
On referring to Webster’s New
International dictionary we readily
find other phrases, possibly less fa
miliar, but fully as strong In show
ing the popularity of the name be
cause of the tradition behind it.
There Is the Washington lily,
found on the Pacific coast. The
Washington palm of California has
even been more specifically chris
tened the Neowashington. In the
East there Is the Washington
thorn, grown for Its brilliant red
fruit and beautiful autumn follag-.
More endeared among the young
sters Is the Washington pie. which,
In certain American localities. Is
a thick layer cake with cream or
fruit-jam filling.
And everyone
knows of the Washington monu
ment Itself. 555 feet high, com
pleted In 1884 In Washington, D.
C.—a symbolic testimonial of the
grateful memories of the sons and
daughters of the Father of Ilis
Country.

Settled Legal Quibble
Some years ago an American
died, leaving part of his estate to
another to enjoy while he lived,
with the privilege of devising it at
his death to others whom he might
select under his “hand and seal.”
A document was executed so devis
ing the property, but it was con
tested by others claiming the prop
erty on the ground that the paper
contained no seal after the signa
ture and that the devise was there
fore void.
A wise judge, after a close scru
tiny of the signature and a patient
listening to the arguments of coun
sel, decided that nt the end of the
signature there was an extra scroll
nr flourish made with the pen with
which the signature was made, nnd
that this was sufficient In law to
constitute a real seal.
First Ballot Box
A plain wooden box In Brooks’
clubhouse bears a little brass plate
with the Inscription: “The first bal
lot box used nt a parliamentary
election In England. -Pontefract, Au
gust, 1872.”
The clubhouse once was the ren
dezvous of the Whigs. It has more
old-fashioned dignity and solidity
and comfort about It than any other
London club, says the London
Chronicle. From the coffee or din
ing room up the fine staircase Into
the smoking room Is an Impressive
tour.

Two burglars were surprised In a
London warehouse by a plumber who
arrived at 5 a. m. to do some repairs.
Il was enough to surprise anybody.—
Punch.

We’d like to see the man who in
vented the budget system taking a
vacation.—Winston-Salem Journal.

Five

TENANTS HARBOR
Mrs. Sewell TVagle has gone to Bos
ton for a week’s vacation.
Miss Mertie Fuller left Saturday
for Boston.
John Fuller motored to Attleboro,
Mass., last week where he will be a
guest of his son.
Margaret Reed has left the employ
of W. E. Sheerer to attend high
school.
A special town meeting will be held
tonight in the high school building.
Election of officers at Puritan Re
bekah Lodge Thursday night.
The Benson boys have gone to New
York to seek employment and may
continue south.
Arthur Watts and Clayton Ramsdell of Springfield, Mass., are guests
of Mr. and Mis. Harry Patterson.
The following is the Usjt of school
teacher^ in the nearby districts for
the fall term: High School, principal,
Mr. Hunnewell of Carratunk, assist
ant, Miss Page of Waterville; gram
mar school, Harlan Bragdon of Ells
worth: primary school, Miss Eliza
beth Harris; Wiley’s Corner, Mrs.
Mary Long Taylor; Long Cove, Mrs.
Mary Monaghan; Willardham, Miss
Jeannie Chilles; Martinsville, Miss
Elizabeth Pickering;
Port’ Clyde
grammar, Miss Clarihel Lowe; Port
Clyde primary, Mrs. Norma Hawkins.
The next baby clinic will be held in
the church parlor Wednesday after
noon and a physician and nurse will
be in attendance.
Mrs. Harriet
Wheeler assists in the clerical work
at each monthly meeting.
Mrs. Alex Sivewright is very ill at
the home of Mrs. Weston Rivers,
where she has had light housekeeping
rooms for .the summer. Her daugh
ter Mrs. Margaret Sheldon of Wal
tham, Mass, came last week to care
for her.
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You'll Need No
Aladdin's Lamp
Neither will you reed rugs or sedatives to get sound,
■jcstful,/ cncrgy-buildi
ivo sleep, if you sleep on a
o •/
--i

Ckc Lla'.irc.s The

Ti.P. «lC3

Tor Frond Of Your Ecd

And proper, restful s’eep is 0:e most importfint element in our lives.
T.’ithout it, our daily efi j-.cmy is impaired—our health threatened.
"
You'll get proper sleep on a Da\ :i Sweet Rest Mattress because it is
constructed according t > t!. ‘ most modem -ientii'ie principles. Hundreds of
finest tempered coiled springs v.'.i'.cti support the body in a natural position
and prevent sagging—Layers of the If t quality felt which insure feather
bed comfort without feather bed disadvantages—A beautiful covering—All
combine to give you a modern inner-spring mattress that makes you proud
of your bed.

JEFFERSON
Mr. and Mrs. Geoyge Sampson .and
daughter Gertrude of Skowhegan
were recent guests of Rev. E. L.
Sampson. .
Charles Allen of Bunker Hill is
boarding with Mrs. Marie Johnson
and attending the Shepard school.
Mrs. Harrington of Rhode Island is
spending a few days with Mrs. W. T.
Johnson.
All the schools in town commenced
last week. Mr. Libby of Dexter is
principal of the High School; Mr.
Young of the Grammar; Florence
Bencon the Shepard; Lillian Fish the
Trask and Edna Willey the Murphy
school.
Mr. Libby, principal of the High
School is renting the home of Mrs*
Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hutchings and
Mrs. Mary Winchenbach were among
the Sunday guests of Mrs. Isadore E.
Hoffes of Waldoboro. Mrs. Winchenback is a remarkable old lady for her
age, 93 years.
It was very hot here Labor Day,
really the most uncomfortable day of
the season. At the Windsor Fair
some of the men removed their coats
and others took off colar and tie, and
one man his shirt—and then he had
on more clothes than most of the
women. Now some ne will say, “You
might know a man wrote that.” But
no, it is only one of those girls past 50.
There was a heavy thunder shower
the morning of Sept. 10. the light-'
ning was very vivid, and the rain came,
down in torrents. But it was good?
for the wells and they must be full
and running over new. It will be a
great relief to those who have been
hauling water for two months.
The counselors and children at
Wav us Camps have returned to their
homes after a very pleasant summer
vacation.
Mrs. Mabel Nash and daughter
Marjorie, have returned to Damar
iscotta for the fall term of Lincoln
Academy.
Friends of Charles Cogan, foreman
of the corn factory at Winslow’s
Mills were very sorry to learn of his
recent accident. It is sincerely hoped
it will not prove serious. He was
taken to his home in Thomaston.
A few persons from this place work
at the factory. A truck is sent for
them and brings them home. They
are a jolly crowd and seem to be very
happy. The wording class sometimes
enjoy life more than those who have
too much of the world’s goods.

For better rest—beiisr bee'tii end unusual energy—sleep on
-2 DA YSON

DAYfcON

UOiL

SPkIKJ

110 firmly anchored resilient cofls
cf tempered steel made to func
tions as one by the 622 scienULcily arranged cross helical spiivgi
which join together each coil. No
tice the exclusive Dayson e'.abilicr
wh’ch prevents boitomliv' • nd
eliminates side sway/~

Daysbn Bedding Company
Ask any of the dealers listed below 7 to'
show you the advantages of Dayson Bedding.
Tbs Following Dealers Cell Dayson Products
AUBURN—C Ii a ndlf r'l

Store
At Gl >TA—F. IL Beale Furniture
Co.
ASHLAND—A. G. Andrew*
Co.
lSANGOK—Hu incur Furniture CoKastern Furniture Co.

BRUNSWICK—F. J. Gomelin & Sos
BUCKSPORT—W. M. Mitchell
CALAIS—F. L. Stewart Furniture

Co.
CAMDEN—A. S. Trlnce
CAKIHOl—< urrier to MoeLIcP
(L M. .Morunii A; Co.
Farrar Furniture Co. ,
CLINTON—Marcellus Cain
Freeses
r - C. E. Mr.Avey
** D.VMAK.ISCOTTA—E. S. Elliott
Son
BAR HARBOR—II. A. Brown Furni
ture Co.
BATH—Hartnett Furniture Co.
A. D. Stetson to Son
PCI.FAST—Home Furnislilmrs Co.

I1AT.LOWEI.Ij—If. G. Wood > r \

HARTLAND—A. K. Burton & Son
HOWLAND—Weymouth Co. **
---LEWISTON—Atherton**
4 , LINCOLN—II. It. Johnson i
i.
E. A. Weatlierhec Co.
MM BIAS— R. E. Mclicnde ; .MADISON—Madison Furniture Co.
C, L MII.O—A. A. Clark Furniture Co.
MILLINOCKET—Fokk to CHI fori I s

PORTLAND—Brldces & Bull
t I’otter’M
-»
«•

R . Reliable Furniture Co.
' American Furniture Co;
-J’RESQIE ISI.I^-R. W. Wights
' RAM.LI.EY— O. R. Rowe
ROCK LA Nl»—EuMcrn Furniture Ca
L
Stonington Furniture Co.
r’

Ntudle.v

Furniture Co.

« BIDLONMLLI — II. R. Emery
’ RIM LORD—Rumford Furniture

UjIlEFdKI) & SACO—11. 1\ Atkin-

neon & Son. Inc. .
„ ____ .. FAIRFIELD—I .awry B rot lit
•Wilfrcl D.ndry
jakMINvTON—SU-ariu,
1'urulluro
PINt.HAjt—Taylor Brother® A Hill <
Co.
• .-c
*
BLlLIIILIz—Merrill A; JlbvMcy r
IT. FAIRFIFT.B—Johnson Co?
BOOTlfBW IIMtBOK—N. Fierce
GAWHIN Lit— U a k e fkld-MoNutlgli*
DANXILLJb JUT.—The Gurry Co.

too to.

- - - —--------- ———

—-«

Co.
Golrigmlth Furniture Co. t
l’cnohscot Furniture Co.
OFONO— W. A. Moaher Co‘...

Pielier Furniture Co. <
Stanhope I'nrnilure Co.\
'Waterville U'uriiiture Co.\
WIN I ERFORT—.1. IL Foley '

ri'l iSFLLLD—l arrar . Furuiture?. vo.R WlbCAbbET—bidney G. ,h\unl

r 9r\ lipst in

ST. GEORGE

Hall- Mackay
• A very pretty wedding took place
Sept. 11 at the home of the groom
when Miss Etta Cornelia Miller
Mackay of Port Clyde in Canada
was united in marriage with Almond
Caleb Hall. The bride wore white
georgette with veil and carried a
large bouquet of bride roses Rev. Mr.
/Barton of Tenant’s Harbor officiated,
tho single ring service being used.
Refreshments of cake and ices were
M0NHEGAN
'
served by Mrs. Geneva Hall assisted
[Copyrighted 1929—printed by permission of by Mesdames Hocking, Brown and
the author]
Robinson.
Although doors were
locked and keys lost the bridal couple
Long has Monhegan pricked the sea,
A realm of hidden sorcery.
finally made a get-away in a much
Her moods are many.—frowning, grey,
decorated car amid showers of con
Her armored crags stand gaunt, at bay,
fetti and rice, their destination the
And adamantine meet the mar
Of crashing waves from ocean's floor.
bride’s home in Canada. The bride
Her lure Is In the trails that pass
has been engaged as telephone opera
Through vaulted woods and waving grass,
tor at Tenant’s Harbor l'or the past
Or over wind-swept rocky ways.
Her salt sweet breath blows through blue days. two years and is held in high esteem.
And then with sudden whim, she drapes
The groom is the son of Mrs. E. T.
About her shoulders gauzy capes
Hall and is head bookkeeper at Booth
Of grey sea fog that cling and hold
Bros, granite plant at L ng Gove.
Her close within each beaded fold..
Both young people are popular in the
Upon her breast are wreaths of yew,
Of hay. sweet fern and wild sundew.
younger set and the best wishes of
Enchantress of the sea she stands,
all follow them.

EVERY INCH A

□ ODBE

Eternity within her hands.
— Katharine Washburn Harding

SOUTH WARREN

Fresh Water Cures Ducks
“Duck sickness," such ns occurs
In various places In the semi-arid
West, due to alkali poisoning, can
he prevented by the Introduction
of fresh water. This, however. Is
not always possible nnd the only
remedy In such Instances Is In col
lecting the sick birds before It is
too late nnd placing them In fresh
wntcr. Such treatment has been
found efficacious nnd most of the
birds nffected are rapidly restored
to health.
Sculpture From Brick
At a recent exhibition of art, a
well-known sculptor who has ac
quired a reputation for his work
In marble and clay, showed a num
ber of pieces which attracted a
great deal of attention because of
their iieculinr appearance. These
were small figures which had been
carved from a brick nnd nt first
glance they were mistaken for
ancient works taken from dusty
tombs of the Orient. The burnt
clay seemed to lend Itself to tills
use verv satisfactorily.
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The Mark of

Genuine
Aspirin

D AYER

ASPIRIN is like an old
friend, tried and true. There
can never be a satisfactory substi
tute for either one. Bayer Aspirin
is genuine. It is the accepted anti
dote for pain. Its relief may always
be relied on, whether used for the
occasional headache, to head-off a
cold, or for the more serious aches
and pains from neuralgia, neuritis,
rheumatism or other ailments. It's
easy to identify Bayer Aspirin by
the Bayer Cross on every tablet, by
the name Bayer on the box and the
word genuine printed in red.

Aspirin la the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
v*' Ifouoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid

Blanchard Ornc of Thomaston was
a visitor Thursday of Mrs. Mary
Ornt's.
Th > State is building a new silo on
the lower Prison farm.
Forrest Adams celebrated his 13th
birthday Sept. 13 entertaining a party
of his young friends.
Thursday was a gala night for Good
Will Grange when a large delegation
of jolly Grangers came from St.
George and conferred the third and
fourth degrees upon four candidates
in a very able and pleasing manner.
Visitors were present from White
Oak, Seven Tree. Warren, Acorn.
Pleasant Valley. Tranquility, Maple,
Solon, Medomak Valley and Mt.
Pleasant, more than 100 being pres
ent. Good Will Grange gladly wel
comes all visitors and hope they will
come again very soon.

NEW TWO-DOOR SEDAN
The rapid increase in sales of the new Dodge Six en

ables Dodge Brothers to announce a new full-size twodoor sedan of striking beauty at the lowest price of the

entire Dodge Six line. This car has an entirely new body
on the standard Dodge Six chassis. It is exceptionally

ample in leg-room, head-room and elbow-room. The twodoor construction makes it a safe car for the children—an
ideal family car. It has inherently, of course, typical Dodge

FOND OF PERFUMES

Even He-Men Have That Desire, and
Lilac’s Their Favorite ’Tis Said.

The National Barber and Beauty
Supply Men’s Association boldly an
nounces that the American he-man is
secretly very fond of perfumery.
Lilac Is the scent that sends man
on his way rejoicing. He likes it on
his face and his hair. Its popularity,
the association agreed, is based on its
reputation as being “mannish.”
The gentle scent of violet is in bad
odor with males, the barbers said,
classifying it as “too dainty.” but
rose in hair tonic goes over big. Menabout-town, whatev< r they are, have
a leaning toward jasmin; and ordi
nary fellows, untutored in the art of
personal perfuming, prefer the pot- [
pourri of scents provided by bouquet. J

dependability, performance and economy. It is every
inch a Dodge—a splendid exponent of proved principles.

□ □DEE BROTHERS SIX
NINE BODY STYLES. *925 TO »1065, F. O. B. DETROIT

CHRYSLER MOTORS PRODUCT

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
54 Park Street

Rockland

Telephone 124
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THOMASTON
Roger Kalloch was among the stu
dents wlu> left last week for Uni
versity of Maine.
The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist
Church will have an1 all day meeting
In the vestry Wednesday. There will
■be work. A picnic dinner will be
served at noon.
Miss Edith Keller has entered Ab
bott Academy. Andover. Mass. Miss
Keller graduated from Thomaston
High School last June.
John Blodgett and family are at
their summer home on Knox street
which is well located and has one of
the best grounds in thy town for developmcnt.
Mrs. O. F. Cushing and children
were conveyed in automobiles by rD.
Cushing Saturday to Buxton where
two weeks will be spent in a visit to
Mrs. Cushing’s parents.
Edward Elliot is confined to the
house by a cold. ”
The Baptist parsonage is receiving
n coat of paint.
Mrs. C. H. Washburn had as guests
Friday Mrs. John Sinex, Mrs. Mary
Cowan and children of Edgewater,
N. J.
Rev. Samuel Russell, D. D., general
secretary of the Evangelistic Associ
ation of New England, preached at
the Baptist Church Sunday morning.
Dr. Russell’s last pastorate was in
Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cushman will
move fPom New York into the Ed
ward Seavey house, now owned by
Capt. William Morse on Hyler street.
The Kennebec Construction Co.
which is to build the new bridge
across the Georges river between
Thomaston and WaAren will send
eight men here this week to begin
operations. Quarters for the men
have been rented of Bowdoin Lermond and Mr. Lermond’s two trucks
have also 'been hired.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Andrews of
Denver. Col., were at Henry B. Shaw’s
Sunday on their way to Glenmere to
visit Mr. Andrews’ father, Capt. Obed
A. Andrews.
Miss Evelyn Mossnian who is teach
ing school in District No. 2, Cushing,
spent the weekend at her home here.
Gleason Cogan who recently spent
a few days with his parents, left Sun
day for Lewiston where he has em
ployment in a drug store.
Mrs. Helen Smith is spending a
few days in Portland.
Miss Virginia Brasier has gone to
Newburyport, Mass., to visit her
sister.
Mrs. Carl Gray spoke at the Baptist
Church Sunday night. Mrs. Gray has
left for her home in Omaha, having
concluded her stay in the Gray cot
tage at Plerfkant Point.
Prof. Edgar Lineken has again ta
ken up teaching chemistry at the
University of Vermont after receiv
ing his degree from Iowa State Col
lege where he taught the past year.
Mr. arjd Mrs. Potter and children
who have been visiting Miss Potter's
parents, Mr. aim Mrs. Clifford Clark,
are leaving today for their home in
New York.
Mrs. John Sinex. daughter, Mrs.
Mary Cowar. and children who have
spent part of the summer in town and
vicinity, left Sunday night for their
home in Edgewater. N. J.
Miss Lillian Davis has returned
from Northeast Harbor.
Miss Harriet Thorndike, 89, was
hostess at a birthday party given b\
Mrs. Charles Overlook In honor of
the 83d birthday of Mrs. Lucy H. Fish.
Many friends were present on the
happy occasion, which Mrs. Fish will
rteall with especial pleasure every
time she looks upon the many nice
presents she received. She was also
presented with two handsome birth
day cakes. Light refreshments were
terved.
Mrs. J. V. Bowker of Portland is
visiting her sister Mrs. Eva Marsh
and Mr. Bowker will join his wife
later in the month for a short visit.
Miss Mary Rice, Miss Helen Carr.
Miss Margaret Ruggles. Mrs. Lavinia
Elliot and James Feyler motored to
Millbridge Monday.
Rev. J. W.
Strout accompanied them on their re
turn.
Mrs. Richard Elliot and Jane Miller
attended the regional conference of
the Ameriqan Red Cross in Brunswick
Tuesday.
Mrs. W. L. Lawton of Glen Falls
N. Y., will lecture on “Roadside
Beauty’’ at the Congregational vestry
Sept. 21 at 3 o’clock. The course is
intended to interest citizens in the
efforts being made to restrict out
door advertising. The American Au
tomobile Association. National Au
tomobile Chamber of Commerce
(whicn includes all the leading auto-t
mobile manufacturers, with one ex
ception), American Institute of Arch
itects, Daughters of the American
Revolution and American Association
of State Highway officials are en
dorsing this work. Free admission.

Many Strong Tributes
to Virtues of Garlic
Gnrlic Is one of the most highly
esteemed and heartily despised of
vegetables. The ancients praised It
with enthusiasm, ns a cure for all
sorts of bodily ills—among them
indigestion, sunstroke, tubercu
losis, bronchitis and smallpox. It
figutes in the Bible: “We remem
ber." the rebellious children of
Israel told Moses, “the fish which
we did eat in Egypt freely; the
cucumbers, and the melons, and
the leeks, amj the onions, and the
garlic.”
Historians say that the Pyramids
could not have been built but for
the garlic fed to the slaves and
captives. Pliny says: “I canuot
overpass the foolish superstition of
the Egyptians who use to swear
by Garlick and Onions, calling
them to witness in taking their
oaths.” Garlic a god! The French
do not deny it, but as a condiment
they seem almost to reverence it.
So also, assuredly, do the Italians,
to whom it is a necessary of life.
—Boston Transcript.

mm

B’ ACKHEAD CAN
BE CONTROLLED
Disease Is Caused by Animal
Germ in Young Fowls.

Blackhead of turkeys ts one of
the most dreaded diseases of this
class of poultry, but destructive as
it is, the trouble may be cdntrolled.
“We find that blackhead is caused
hy an animal germ,” says Dr. B. E.
Kaupp, head of the poultry depart
ment of North Carolina state col
lege. “It generally attacks young
turkeys from five weeks of age up
until they mature. To tell definitely
whether a bird has blackhead, one
has but to open a dead bird and
If blackhead is present, the liver
will appear to be spotted. If the
liver be cut through, these spots
of dead tissue will be fouud scat
tered throughout. To prevent fu
ture spread of the trouble, the eggs
Commuter Would Like
for hatching should he soaked for
Help in His Dilemma
ten minutes in a 1 to 10,000 solu
His breakfast hadn't agreed with | tion of bichloride of mercuoy and
hatched in an incubator or by a
him, he had lost at bridge the
turkey hen away from chickens.
night before and he had to run
Where blackhead is not on the
for the 8:05. As he hadn't finished
premises, these precautions are not
his usual cigarette on the way to
necessary. A drug called sulpho
the station, he stood on the plat
phenol may also be used. Always
form to finish it. The train started
give the birds all the buttermilk or
and just as it was gaining speed, a
girl tridd to hop to the last step. . soured skim milk that they will
drink. This tones up the general
She missed the step and was hang
health conditions.”
ing on, when the commuter grabbed
To learn more of the real nature
her and pulled her up to the step.
of this disease, Doctor Kaupp will
He expected, after the girl com
begin field studies with turkeys in
posed herself, a smile of gratituda
the fourmountain counties of Ashe,
or at least a few words of thanks.
Madison, Jackson and Avery. These
He did not expect the torrent of
four counties have many turkeys
abuse which she hurled at his head.
and tlie owners have suffered losses
“If it hadn't been for you,” she
in the past by reason of the black
raved, “I would have pulled myself
head trouble. Doctor Kaupp states
up and wouldn’t have lost my new
that all the experimental work will
opera pump.”
be conducted under actual farm
The commuter, stunned, found
conditions and lie hopes to find def
his way to a seat and hasn't made
inite and practical control or pre
up his mind yet whether to help
ventive methods which may be used
women in distress or let them—
by all farmers.
help themselves.—New York Sun.
Turkey-growing offers good prof
its, especially to the grower who is
prepared to put first-class birds on
Good of Plants in House
the market, at Thanksgiving and
The presence of plants in the
Christmas. ’ There are many suc
house often proves a guide to the
cessful turkey farmers In various
sanitary conditions existing within
parts of North Carolina and if It
the domicile. If a room is so badly
is possible to find a practical con
ventilated or dark that plants will
trol for blackhead, the industry
not thrive in it. It is certainly not
should easily become more profit
a hea'.thy room for human heipgs.
able.
Flants are very sensitive and re
act quickly to any poisonous gases
Runner Ducks Classed
that might be in the air. The beAs Heavy Egg Layers
gonin is regarded as a guide to
health.
It was recently demon
Runner ducks are classed as lay
strated when a begonia doing dec
ing ducks and are the only breed
orative service in a dining room
recognized in that classification. In
was found to wilt in a few days.
many instances Runners have pro
Being replaced by a second one,
duced as many eggs as chickens. If
the same thing resulted, and it was
managed properly ducks of this
suggested tliait there must be some
breed may. be expected to lay al
thing wrong, a leakage of gas per
most as well as hens. These ducks
haps. An investigation being made,
art small in size, the males weigh
a tiny gas leak was discovered un
ing four to four and one-lialf
der the floor. The volume of gas
pounds and the females three and
was not sufficient to be detected
one-half to four pounds. In spite
by smell, and yet it was great
of the fact that they are henvy lay
enough to have an immediate ac
ers they mature quite rapidly and
tion upon the plants.
make good broilers. They are killed
for this purpose when they weigh
about two and one-half to three
Forests Are Depleted
pounds. These ducks are Tong and
Cuba lias turned much of Its
narrow bodied. The body is carried
former forest land over to the
very erect. There are tliree vari
growing of sugarcane, says the
eties of Runner ducks: Fawn and
American Tree association. The
White Runners, Penciled Runners,
coast Jine of Santo Domingo, and
and White Runners. In all three
the lowlands of I’orto Rico, ore
varieties the matings are made in
dotted with plantations of cocoh,
the proportion of one drake to
coconut and cane. But a great deal
each six or eight ducks.
more land has been cleared of tree
growth than is ever going to be
POULTRY HINTS
used for agriculture in the islands
of the West Indies. Much of it is
Start birds on bran and clabber
a wasting asset today. Porto Rico
mash if possible; otherwise, use
and Trinidad have depleted their
corn bread.
once widespread forest to a pitiful
• » •
fraction. The republic of Haiti lias
Build open sheds for turkeys to
hardly a stick of accessible com
roost under as soon as they begin
mercial timber.
to want to fly up to roost.
...
Sunlight is ah essential in the
Not Inviting
poultry house; not only through
A man out near Ontario had
glass, hut more especially, direct
been pestered by fruit thieves and
sunlight is required.
although lie had applied to the au
• • •
thorities, they find failed to help
‘Don't try a late batch unless you
him. Finally he hit upon a bright
hnve separate enclosure for these
idea, that so far has worked like
late turkeys. Two ages of turkeys
a charm.
don't mix any better than two
The motorist, as lie pulls up
ages of chickens do.
alongside the fence with the Inten
• • »
tion of climbing over and helping
A point to keep in mind In feed
himself to forbidden fruit, Is sud
ing mash to the turkeys Is that
denly confronted by the sign:
they need the vitamine D provided
Skunk Farm.
by a good high-grade cod-liver oil
Of course, you may believe it, or
Just as badly as do chickens.
not, as you choose, but most peo
* * •
ple, wiieteher they do believe It or
Most turkey raisers will wish to
not, do not care to take any
hatch the eggs in an lpcubator and
chances.
~
brood the poults artificially. By
doing this they can keep the turkey
ROCKPORT
hens in production almost contin
Shoppers’ Faces Snapped
uously.
To obtain natural expressions of
• • •
Tomorrow Nights Concert
shoppers a Berlin merchant has in
There’s no better feed for young
The demand for tickets for the ben
his store window a camera which,
poults than plenty of sour milk.
efit concert Wednesday evening at
with its operator, is invisible to
Feed five times daily at first, but
8 o'clock at the Rockport town hall
the gazers. One picture of n girl
don t overfeed, and he sure to keep
tinder the auspices of the Johnson So
looking longingly at a string of
grit, charcoal and clean water be
ciety of the Methodist Church, have
pearls bore the title “Covetous.”
fore them at all times.
led the society to reserve 100 seats at
Another showing a young man sur
• * •
cne dollar each seat. These went
reptitiously looking at a pair of
Keep young turkeys shut up un
on sale Monday morning at the Rock
silk stockings, and evidently mak
til one week old. Then turn out
port Hotel. Everyone should have an
ing up Ids mind to go in and buy,
for a few hours each day during
interest in this concert and plan to
was
unlabeled.
Two
small
boys
the warm part of the day until they
be there. The artists—Tibor de Ma
gazing
at
a
mechanical
train
was
are two weeks old.
chida. ’cellist. William Harms, pian
charming,
and
equally
so
was
that
• • •
ist. and Josef Levine, pianist—are
of
a
group
of
children
watching
n
Each turkey'egg is worth a great
members of our summer colony and
butterfly
crawl
up
the
window
deal more than a single chicken
are giving their services gratis for
pane. <
egg, and because of this fact the
the benefit of the church'.
loss Is greater when the eggs do
A family reunion was held Sept. 12
not hatch or when they hatch into
at the homo of Mrs. Weston Wall.
Irish
Army
Slang
Guests were Mi;s, Douglas Libby,
weak turkeys.
The Irish Free State army has
* • •
daughter Gladys and son Douglas of
Its peculiar slang. A few illustra
Camden: Mrs. Ivan Jackson, daugh
Usually it is necessary to use one
tions will serve to show the trend
ter June and Mrs. Perley Thomas and
gander to every tliree or four
of their particular bent In tills di
non Walter of Belfast. Cake and
geese. A young gander will do pro
rection. For instance, what we call
punch were served.
vided he is fully matured. Geese
a dead beat or gold brick the Irish
may be turned out in any moder
soldier culls a “scrounger.” A
ately cold weather.
WINSLOWS MILLS
doughboy is known as a “fist slug
» » •
ger.” He also has his “chow,” but
The sex of Bronze and Bourbon
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
it does not mean “G. I. straight,”
Red turkeys may be determined
serve a chicken supper in the Grange
ns in our army, but refers to the
from the plumage. The hen lias
hall Oct. 1. No postponement.
“extras” lie is aide to procure at
breast ' and body feathers tipped
Mr. and Mrs. *Ernest Creamer and
the canteen, while his “G. I.” is
with white, while the males show
Clarence Creamer of Greene, Mr. and
just pl.iin “grub."—Pliilndelpliia
no white tips in the breast and
Mrs. Roland Creamer and daughter.
Evening Bulletin.
body feaihers.
Mr. and Mrs. William Milligan and
sons of Rockland were at C. W.
Creamer’s Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Welt of Port
land were recent guests at C. W.
Welt’s.
Mrs. Charles Creamer and daughter
and Miss Katherine Mayo were in
Rockland Monday.
Mr and Mrs. Dewey Paine of Au
burn were Sunday guests of her par
ents. Mr .and Mrs. John Flanders,

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
QUALITY WORK
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE

Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
fid-TO

Tan Without Sunburn Solved By Science

For Sale

In Everybody’s Column

FO^ SALE -Grace H. Thomas bungalow on
Advertisements In tills rolumn not to exceed
three lines Inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times 5 Camden Kt. Terrace, 5 rooms, garage, lights,
wateia
large lot land. L. AV. BENNER, 2 Laffor 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each
112-117
for one time, 10 cents for three times. Six ayetteJSq., Rockland.
words make a line.
FOR SALE Atwater Kent 5 tube radio
wl^U Julies, batteries, loud speaker and battery
entirger, very cheap, or will exchange for an
Lost and Found
electric At the PARK ST BARBER SHOP.
----------------------- . .. . ,, ,
. I opp. Talk Theatre.
112-111
LOST Stolen from my brother s Ford sedan i --------------------- ------—---------------------------parked at Head-of-Bay Monday night or
FOR SALE— Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord deTuesday morning two tires and battery Re- | llvered. Leave orders at 500 Main St., Roekward of $10 for full information. EARL C. land. Tel. 682-W or K. SALMBNEN, West
WOODMAN. Ash Point. Tel. 375-12. 110*112 | Rockport.
____________________ 112*123
LOST Yellow shaggv male cat .name I
FOR SALE—Corn and milk fed chlckdns,
Rustle with bobbed tail. Return to 212 PARK dresed to order. Price 40c lb. Delivered In
ST mil receive reward
110*112 Thomaston and Rockland. CARL CHARLES.
ht. ana
RpefcUmd R. F. D. Tel. Thom. 163. 112*114
1X>ST Walrus leather traveling bag from
FOR SALE—Seven room cottage house, 5
auto between Livermore and Turner. Route
107. Reward. Notify C. L. QUIGLEY. Tel. acres of land on Georges River, four miles
Forest 5786-M Portland.
11*113 from Thomaston on St. George State road.
Family obliged to vacate on account of sick
LOST Man's diamond ring somewhere be ness. Price offered for house and lot $1050.
tween Tillson Ave. and Park St. Reward if House can he bought with or without furnish
returned to 13 STATE ST.
110*112 ings. Must he sold at once. Inquire ERNEST
112-114
LOST Tire, sire 29x4.40, probably on C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobh-Davls.
Broadway somewhere between *Gay St. and
FOR SALE ^Second-hand Chevrolet coupe,
Thomaston road, Monday.
Finder pleases in good condition. MRS. FRED A. CLARK.
telephone 306-K.
_____________ 110*112 74 Camden St. Tel. 877-J.
112-tf
FOR SALE—Parlor stove. Hub Heater, good
Wanted
condition: cheap. 11 BIRCH ST.
111*113
FOR SALE- -‘Frldadalre in A1 condition.
WANTED Orders for chocolate, sugar and
CALL
742.
110*112
molasses doughnuts. TEL. 411-J.
112*114
FOR SALE—iSix room house practically
WANTED—Girl for general housework at 69
BEECH KT. Tel. 42 W.
112-tf new, hot water heat, electric lights, flush
closet : large lot, new garage. Price reduced
wheel chair. to $2560. A sacrifice. .1. H. MOODY, houses
WANTED—To buy or rent
112*114 and farms, 154 North Main St. Tel. lllH-M.
TEL 24 M.
110*112
WANTED—-Experienced girl for general
housework.
MRS. HARRY HERMAN, 25
FOR SALE—Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes,
Maple St. Tel. 588 or 426M.
111-tf green and ripe, also sweet corn. JOHN KEINWANTED -Position as housekeeper by expe A.NEN, R. F. D. 1, Box 162, Warren, Me.
110*121
rienced young woman. Write T. W., care The _______________
Courier-Gazette.
111-113
FOR SALE—At South Warren, nine room
Call at 70 CEDAR house, barn, garden lot. Price $1000. Also
WANTED Painter.
E. J. BRADFORD. 27
110*112 household goods.
STREET today.
Eeeclnvoods St., Thomaston.
110*112
WANTED Position as working housekeep
FOR SALE—Piano, large heater and pile
er.. Address F. O. G., care C. E. Fcniald.
West .Rockport, Me.
110*112 of mixed lumber. A LBHTO, 261 Park St.
110*112
WANTED—Woman to care for Invalid and
FOR SALE- -One farm at South Thomaston,
do house work for small family. II. G.
THAYER. 572 Old County Rd.
111*113 right in the village. Nice house, stable, hen
houses and 9 acres of land. Building in
WANTED -Girl for general housework, no first class repair, painted outside and in and
laundry.
MRS. LILLIAN KENNEDY. Lin
newly papered. Ideal place for a hen or
colnvllle Beach. Tel. 157-11.
111-113 berry farm. Beautiful view and a good lot of
WANTED—Furnished apartment of 2 or 3 shore property. Will sell or exchange for
rooms for lighthousekeeping, probably until other property.
GEORGE M. B4MMONB.
next Ann., not over $30. H. E. DENNIS. 3 Rockland.
109-114
Grove St.
110*112
FOR SALE- L. C. Smith typewriter ,No. 8,
at
67
WILLOW
STREET.
Tel.
946-R.
WANTED A middle aged woman to do
111-113
housework In a family of one. 28 NORTH
MALN ST . Rockland, Me.
110-112
FOR’SALE—Dry hard wood, $13 per conf.
WANTED—Competent njald for genera MAPLE CREST FARM. Warren, Me. Tel
housework. Apply MRS. lT C. MORAN. Jr., 6 31.
108*113
110-tf
25 Chestnut St. Tel. 161.
FOR SALE -Copper house in best of repair
WANTED Position by single man on the on Llmerock St., Rockport: large garage, hen
truck, or the farm, or in the timber. By the house, garden spot, apple trees: two minutes
month or year. Best reference. No tobacco; from postofflee. Must he sold at once. In
Rockland or vicinity. Address BOX 83, Atlan- , quire L. E. UPHAM, Central St., Rockport.
tic. Me.
109-114 | Tel. 218-4.____________________________ 108-tf
FOR SALE—Three cars left In storage at
WANTED To buy old postage stamps on
original envelopes sent from California in the Blake Garage- -Hupmobile 8, E16O21, Chevro
early fifties or letters sent from the South let, ,327772, Bulck 546478. Inquire C. M.
105-tf
during the Civil War Address BOX 208. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE.
Muriel Dawn (left) and Morellecita Stapp, Broadway beauties starring in "A Night in
Rockland.
110*112
FOR SALE— Delicious sweet cider. Made
Venice”, take their tanning gradually from a carbon arc sunshine lamp.
WANTED—Ten popular working or school and sold every day at the Simonton Farm,
girls to wear our beautiful all-wool sweaters. West Rockport. J. H. SIMONTON, R. F. D.
105-tf
Our proposition is a sweater free of any money Rockland.
CIENCE and fashion have joined they are nursing aching shoulders The heat rays of the sun are not so
strong
then,
although
the
therapeutic
cost (lone to idrartiM ami establish a mail
together this vear to outlaw sun- and faces. The evil does not stop
FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
order business. Write PINE TREE PROD acres of land situated In Warren on State
value
of
sunlight
is
just
as
great.
blistered shoulder's and peeling noses Sfccre, it is emphasized, for definite
UCTS, Box 3, Wiscasset, Me., giving name, road between Warren and Thomaston. Also
—the heretofore unwelcome but in- harm can be done by excessive sun
address, where employed, or school attended. farm wagons and farming Implements for
2— Begin with exposures of only
We
also want a representative In this ter sale. For further Information write to MRS.
evitable companions of one's first bathing, of a more serious nature a few minutes at a time until your
ritory.
111*113 W E. BORN EMAN. Warren.
even than the temporary discomfort skin becomes accustomed to the sun
105-tf
visit to the beach.
. WANTED- Pupil nurses—Training School
it causes.
FOR SALE—-A 26 ft. power boat, 18 h. p.
shine. Increase the exposures gradu
for Nurses: State Hospital for mental dis Palmer engine, with all equipment, cheap for
While science has decreed that
Many Broadway beauties and ally. In that way you will get a
eases. Howard, Rhode Island. Course con quick sale. Address GEO. H. BUNKER. Box
they are neither healthful nor neces Indies of fashion are preparing them healthy, fashionable coat of tan, and
sists of 26 months In tills hospital and 1ft 1ftI. Matlnicus.
104-tf
sary, Dame Fashion has raised a pro selves for vacations at the beach this not an unsightly and disagreeable
months at Bellevue and allied hospitals. Sal
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thick
ary $45 per month with room, board and
testing voice against such needless year by gradual tanning with artifi
bum.
laundry. Graduates eligible to take State nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
and painful disfiguration. Sun-tan, cial carbon arc ^unshine generated
examinations for registration.
Applicants sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
3— If you are extremely sensitive
denoting the ruddy glow of health, is by health lamps.'' When they later
must have two years’ high school training or buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
quite the thing this year, hut sun-bum don their bathing suits they will al to sunshine—most blonds are—you
Its equivalent. Apply MIKS ELIZABETH JOEL I’. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 106-tf
should use some protective ointment.
A. BARRY, Superintendent of Nurses.
is definitely and decidedly passe.
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long,
ready have their coat of tan and will Dampen the skin with vinegar or
103-112 $10: junks, $12; slabs fitted. $8; also lumbei
Doctors and public health authori have’ built up the necessary protection olive oil just before taking your sun
delivered. T. J. CABKOLk Tel. 263-J1
P. O. Thomaston.
106-tf
ties have issued warnings to indoor against over-exposure.
balh.
Miscellaneous
dwellers who at the first opportunity
FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
Sun-Tan Rules
4
—
Be
guided
hy
your
own.
re

NOTICE—Spears Cider Mill. West Warren, srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum
recklessly expose themselves to over For those wiio do not take this pre
will be in operation Sept. 21, and every Tues ber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston.
actions. and apply the rule of com
doses of summer sunshine. Working
day and Saturday following.
Ift9*114
106-tf
caution,
definite
rules
have
been
formon
sense.
No
definite
instructions
on the presumption that if sunshine
MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, loads wanted
which if followed will pre-I can
given because the decree of
FOR SALE-wSecond hand Keo parts and one
is good for you, then more sunshine mulated
to Portland, daily trips : trucking of all kinds, stake body, also 15 ft. double ender, copper
vent many sleepless nights and pos-I sensitiveness to sunshine differs with
will be better, thousands of city
local and long distance tyrnltufo moving. fastened. E. W. FARMER. 41 Lime 8t..
Xs ,Zd[their entire firs, dav siblc injury to health. They are:
various individuals. Sun bathing
Price right, tt. W. JEWELL, Rockland. Tel. Rockland.
106-tf
dwellers
2W-4.
109*114
the beach basking on the sand with | 1-Take your firs, sun ba'hs during I p-oper.y done will leave you glowing
I WANT TO BUY nice sweet apples for
the result that for the next few days! the early morning and late afternoon.! v.it.i hcadx
cider. J. H. SIMONTON farm, West Rock
To Let
port.
108-tf
TO LET Three furnished rooms for light
MY
CIDER
MILL
is
now
running
every
Evegett Davis and family, after a companied by Mrs. Mary Robbins.
Tuesday and Friday to make elder for the housekeeping, heated, and private bath. Rent
EAST UNION
Mrs. Lottie Wellman has returned public at the Simonton farm, West Rockport. reasonable. 69 [NORTH MAIN iST. Tel. 1152.
pleasant visit with his mother, Mrs.
112-114
from Worcester, Mass., where she Bring In your apples. J. H. SIMONTON.
Clara Snow, and other relatives, have
_____________________________________ 108-tf
TO LET Two room apartment at THE FOSS
Miss Mina Titus has returned to
has
been
a
guest
of
relatives.
returned to their home in Central
112*114
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM, readings by appobit- HOUSE, 77 Park Ht.
Dorchester, Mass., where she will re
Miss C. A. Fiske has returned to
ment. Phone 305-W. or call at 24 CRESCENT
TO LET—Furnished 5 room flat, piano, gas,
sume her position as teacher In the Park, N. T.
her h( me in Damariscotta after a ST.
108*113 electrics, toilet, $6 per week. 732 (MALN 1ST..
high school.
Miss Claire Herrick was the guest visit with her nieces, Mrs. Edna
112*114
RUG AND KNITTING YARNS for sale by 10 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.
Kearly
and
Mrs.
Mary
Payson.
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART
Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Thurston of ‘ of Mrs. A. \V. Payson recent!
Miss
TO LET—An apartment of five rooms with
LETT.
Harmony,
Me.
102-113
Roland
Payson
made
a
business
trip
garage. ALM’E Fl’LLBR, 25 Linden St. Tel
8outh Union were recent callers of Herrick was a former horn d 'mon112-tf
FISHING AND SAILINt. PARTIES taken IM M
Mrs. Mary P.obhlns.
stration agent at this place where to Boston the first of the week.
out by day or hour. S. T. AMES, Rockland.
A
cement
foundation
is
being
TO LET ‘House of six rooms and toilet,
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson of s^e bus many warm friends.
101*125 17 Lisle St.
Inquire at BOSTON SHOE
placed under the Grange hall »nd Tel. 1070-W.
South Windham were Sunday visitors
M;; and Mrs Charleg G Hoyt who
112-114
DENTAL NOTICE —During the summer 1 STORE. Tel. D»7-W.
other repairs are being made.
will
be
at
my
Rockland
office
Fridays
and
TO LET -Furnished heated apartment. 14
with relatives at this place.
have been spending two weeks’ vacaThe new bridge which has been Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H. MASONIC
KT.
112-tf
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Totrey of Cam- tioM in town and vicinity, will return under construction at Qiis place for a DAMON, dentist, Rockland.
106-tf
TO LET—House for small family; electric
den were Sunday callers with friends to their home in North Chelmsford, jwmber of weeks, is completed and is
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the lights, hath, good condition, central location.
here.
Mass., Thursday. They will be ac giving good satisfeation.
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders TEL. 812-M.
* 111-tf
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
Ifttf-tf
TO I.irr -Single room with bath. 7 PLEAS
GENERAL TRUUKIN(S. E. W FARMER. 41 ANT ST. Tel. 1173-J.
111-113
Lime St , Rockland. Tel. 1060-M.
10U-tf
TO LET Furnished apartment on Oak St. :
LET E. A. IxNOWLTON file your saws uuu furnished apartment on Grove St.; large
:
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St house with* garage on Camden St., near Mav
Tel. 1010.
106 tf erick square: 7-room house and garage,
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar walls corner Lujdsey and Union Sts. ERNEST C.
110-tf
built and repaired : all kinds of lawn work, DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
by the day or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWL
TO LET Four room apartment In fine con
TON. 51 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
106-tf dition : largo storage for fuel, etc. Garage.
FARMS, COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGER Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific 8t.
110-tf
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar Tel. 518 M.
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
TO LET—Furnished 3 room apartment on
ns what you want. ORRIN J. OICKEY. Bel first floor. Ready Sept. 25. MRS. KENNETH
fast, Me.
106-tf MILLS. 5 Masonic St. Place.
110-112
FOR SALE—Very attractive modern cottage
TO LET—-Cottage at Sandy Shores, South
at Ingraham Hill. Bath lights, city water, rock Pond, also tenement, four rooms and garage.
fireplace. Inquire at CRO( KETT’S BABY 2SB Warren St. Apply DORMAN’S SHOE
SHOP.
106-tf STORE.
105-tf
TO LET Small tenement at 135 Union St.
Inquire 21 TALBOT AVE.
108-tf
TO LET- -Furnished apartment on Oak St.
NELSON B. COBB.
106-tf
1
TO LET Four room heated apartment, un
100 horses of every description. West
furnished, also four room heated apartment,
ern horses weighing from 1200 to 1700
furnished. Both have bath room, gas, elec
pounds in finely matched pairs and single
tricity. Call MILS. FROST. Tel. 318-R.
horses.
Second hand horses, weighing
103 If
from 1100 to 1600 pounds; 25 head of
saddle horses just home from the summer
TO LET House on Camden St., hard wood
camps.
Will be sold cheap.
All our
floors, bath, electricity. MRS. FROST. Tel.
'
horses are reasonably priced. The more
318-R
103-lf
we sell the cheaper we sell them. Horses
TO LET Tenement of Art rooms and bath,
delivered anywhere—any distance by auto
modern
Improvements.
Inquire
VESPER
A.
trucks free of charge.

A famous philosopher says he can
think letter if there are people whis
pering in the room. A triumph of
mind over mutter.—Punch.

The manufacturers of invisible
hairnets seem to have gone into the
making of hosiery.—American Lum

berman,
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For Sale

ING
a
CH

Printing must have a “wallop" to it to gain a favorable impression
these days.

It must be quality through and through—the sort that

commands attention at all times.

We know printing—for that’s our business—and it’s your business

to get the best at the lowest possible prices, consistent with such

LEACH.

P. WARD & SON
Yarmouth Horse Market
TEL. 87
YARMOUTH, ME.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

103-tf

condition.
C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER
STORE.
102-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 81 Grace St. CALL
163-M.
101-tf
TO LET—Store In Bicknell Block, formerly
occupied by Needle Art Shop. Apply to MRS.
B. B. SMITH. Tel. 264.
106 tf
TO LET—Five room apartment, modern, on
Talbot Ave., first class. Apply 81 SUMMER
ST. Tel. 551-W.
106-tf

Since 1840 thie firm h&e
faithfully served the famlliei
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Tel. Day 45O;Nioht 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

quality.

Whenever you’re jn the market let us figure with you.

Tel. 133.

To LET-Seven room tenement all In nice

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the
Merchant’s
Show Windows

Memorials
Embody sacred memories. They
are the evidence of loving
thoughtfulness.
•

Skilled in the craft of memorial
making, we are ready to aarva
your every need.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,

Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.

S4Ttf

WHatYowWtatt

Lvery-OtEer-Day

LINCOLN BAPTISTS

Tempting Toastwiches

Quarterly Meeting To Be
Held At Baptist Church,
Cushing, Sept. 25

Mr. and Mrs. Eaton Simmons have
returned to Lynn, Mass., after a brief
visit with Mrs. Annie Simmons, Tal-bot avenue. Their stop-over here
TELEPHONS ....... ............................. ..... 7’0 was part of an extended motor tour
through Northern Maine.
rCqrds received in the city announce
Wesley Wasgatt has resumed his
the arrival at their Cleveland. Ohio,
home of J. M. Murphy and 4S. H. studies at Dartmouth College.
Randall, after a delightful trip
through Maine, upper Vermont and
James Agee, who has been spend
the Provinces. While in Rockland they ing the summer in the West, is home
were the weekend guests of their for a short stay before taking up his
cousin, R. E. Doherty. Mr. Murphy, studies at Harvard.
who had not been In the city since
a young man, was amazed at the new
Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Jones of
industrial plants and general pro i Bangor were weekend visitors In this
gress in and about town.
city.
la addition to personal notes rezardlnz
deii.rtitit- and arrival*, this department espe
cially desire, Information of social happenings,
parlies, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will bo gladly received.

Kalloch Class will hold a picnic at
Mrs. Minnie Cobb returned Satur
the home of Mrs. E. L. Morris, 37 Old day night from a week’s visit in Al
County Road, Wednesday afternoon bion.
Lynd evening. Take dishes and silver.
A.
____
Miss Virginia McLoon, supervisor
The Woman's Missionary Society of of the Boys' Division in the Jersey
the Littlefield Memorial Church will City Hospital, Jersey City, N. J„ is
meet in the vestry Thursday after . the guest of her sister Miss Helen
noon at 2 o'clock. Go prepared to ’ McLoon, and her aunt. Miss Anne
McLaughlin.
work.

Miss Virginia Snow left Tuesday
Mrs. Madeline Pritchard of Boston
is the guest oil her mother,'''Mrs. for Farmington, where site enters the
Normal School.
Alida Colson, Camden street.
Miss Phyllis Browne has returned
Chaney Haji Ripley has returned
from Kents Hill where he has been ( to Rye, N. Y^e where she resumes
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Pendexter teaching.
during the summer.
Mrs. A. A. Fales has ‘ closed her
. Mrs. Arthur Chapin of Bangor was cottage at Crescent Beat'll and re
ifc the city Thursday on business and turned home to Belmont, Mass.
also called on her cousin Mrs. A. D.
Bird.
Miss Anne Blackington entertained
at cards Monday evening for Miss
«
Miss Myrtle Haskell who has been Mabel Spear of -Boston, who was her
spending her vacation at Lincolnville weekend guest.
Beach with her sister, Mrs. M. Alton
French, returns to New York Thurs
Miss Ruth Lawrence left Sunday
J for Rochester, N. Y„ to resume her
day.
studies at the Eastman School of
Miss Beatrix Flint is having two Music.
weeks' vacation from Senter Crane’s,
and is in Yonkers, N. Y., guest of
Leigh F. Witherspoon of North
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Flint.
Haven was a visitor in this city Bun
day.
Miss Daurice Plummer Who has
Mrs. H. D. Ames left yesterday for
Sought in Connecticut for the past
lepir years, has a tine position in the her home in Brockton, Mass., after
spending the summer with Mr. and
Winthrop, Mass., schools this year.
Mrs. Lester Sherman.

Tony Gatti, who has been employed
Col. and Mrs. L. E. Moore of New*
in New Hampshire this summer, was tonville, Mass., and son Samuel, a
home for the weekend before taking midshipman at Annapolis, and Miss
up his studies in the sophomore class Helen Roescbe of Washington, D. C.
at Maine.
were weekend guests of Capt. and
Mrs. 11. A. Philbruok, Fulton street.
Miss Lorea Adams and Miss Kath
erine Carpenter of Providence, R. I.,
Robert McFarland of Portland and
who have been guests at Wcssawes- Gilman Soule of Augusta who have
kcag Inn. South Thomaston, returned been guests of Herbert Prescott, Tal
home yesterday. They motored to bot avenue, have returned home.
Bar Harbor and other interesting
Lpoints.
M R. Pillsbury has taken the Mc
Loon apartment on Summer street,
Mrs. Mabel Wiley [has returned and expects to occupy it early in
from Spruce Head where she was the October.
guest of friends and relatives last
week.
Barbara Derry was hostess to the
Four-leaf-clovcr club Saturday after
' Mrs. Carl Cassens and Mrs. K. noon, the time happily spent with
Havener Cassens and son George music, recitations, stories and games.
spent yesterday in Belfast the guests
of relatives. Today they go to Han
Mrs. Minerva "Carnes of Somerville.
cock to join the latter's husband. K. Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
H. Cassens, who is pastor of the Bap J. E. Stevens, Talbot avenue. Mrs.
tist Church there. Mrs. Carl Cassens Carnes will be remembered as Min
will make a short visit.
erva French, formerly of Rockland.
•
Leonard H. Rhodes was in the
Edwin Libby Relief Corps resumes
city over the weekend returning to activities Thursday, with a tacking
T/rookline yesterday. He was accom- in the afternoon, supper at 6 o'clock
Ranied by Mrs. Rhodes who has been (Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, chairman),
spending the past week here. Miss and business session In the evening.
Alena Young also goes with them for It is hoped a good attendance of
a visit there,
members will turn out for work in
the afternoon.
Mrs. Laura Williams of Somerville.
Mass., is spending the week with her
The Baraca Class is to hold a sup
daughter Mrs. E. B.
Richardson, per at the Methodist vestry tomor
Warren street.
row evening at 6 o’clock, followed by
a business meeting.
William Wallis who has been
spending the past week with his aunt
Mrs. Annie Haskell entertained,
Mrs. Mary E. Messer, returned to Tuesday evening in honor of Mr. and
Belfast yesterday, where he visits Mrs. Dana B. Southworth of Boston,
Relatives before returning to his home card honors going to Miss Ada Perry,
in Beverly, Mass.
Miss Annie McLaughlin and Mrs.
——
i Southworth. Among the out of town
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Ladd have guests were Mrs. Romaine Q. Mer
returned from Bowdoinham whore rick of Greenfield, S. C„ and Miss
they visited two weeks while George Virginia.McLoon of Jersey City, N. J.
was having his annual vacation from
the W. H. Glover Co.'s employ.
Miss Harriet M. Bird who lias .been
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Bird for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Brown have re several weeks returned Saaturday to
turned from a fortnight's visit In Portland.
Reading, Mass. *
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Miss
Mrs. Helen Hail and mother. Mrs. Burdell Strout. Miss Frances BachelGeorgia Small, of Glencove, have a»ne der. Miss Sarah Linnei! and George
to Mapletpn -for a fortnight’s visit.
Ryan are in New York in the inter
ests of Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Miss Nettie Cran* of Orange. N. J.,
pnd Miss Helen Splits of Astoria,
Miss Jeanette Smith'has returned
llmg Island are guests of Mr. and to Boston following a summer's visit
with her sister, Mrs. A. R. Baclielder.
Mrs. Edw. Hall at Warrenton.

By CAROLINE B. KING

Culinary Expert and Lecturer on Domestic Science

SOMETHING substantial but
I not too substantial; someHBErSn thing appstlzing but not
iH-Sjgj heavy; something that will
go right to the 'ttpot and
make everyone feel that the meal
has been perfect and satisfying,
even if the temperature is annoy
ing—that is what the housewife Is
looking for—a itanehcou or supper
dish-in the good, old summertime
And she will And it, I think, in the
“roastwlch," which combines food
value, nutritional substance, and
appetite appeal all between the
two or three slices of crisp, brown
toast that it calls for. Especially
are the following sandwiches rec
ommended for the delicate slices ol
Switzerland cheese they include
make them especially tasty as well
as nourishing.

I

Scrambled Egg Toait.vlch: Break
three eggs into a skillet in which
a tablespoonful of butter or a butter
substitute has been melted, add
three tablespoonfuls of milk, salt,
pepper and paprika to taste, and
stir over a moderate fire until Just
cooked to a soft custard-like eon
sistency. Meantime toast six thin
slices of whole wheat or white
bread to a nice brown, butty light
ly and spread two of the slices with
a thin layer of Switzerland cheese,
top with a layer of egg. then with a
second layer of toast, then cheese,
egg and a third section of toast.

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Joseph Brewster,

The skin of youth lies in every box of Mrs. Grace Ayers Black and John

new wonderful MELLO-GLO Face
Powder. The purest powder made—
■its color is passed by the U. S. Govelnment. No pastiness, flakiness or
irritation. A new French process
makes it spread more smoothly and
prevents large pores. No more shiny
noses—it stays on longer. Use MBLIX)-OLO. Corner Drug Store and ail
other good stores.

Black, have arrived home from Bos
ton where they attended the RiceWallace wedding at the First Con
gregational Church In Winchester,
Thursday evening. The bride, for
merly Miss Mary Wallace, was Mrs
Brewster's roommate nt Wheaton
College, one of the bridesmaids at her
wedding, and frequently visited at the
Black home In Rockland.

placing the last slice buttered side
down. Press lightly and cut in four
sections crosswise. Set in a hot
oven for a moment, then serve gar
uished with water cress.
Tomato Toastwich: ,If it is pos
sible, It is very interesting to make
these sandwiches on the table,
using an electric grill, but they may
be made In the kitchen and brought
temptingly hot to the table. Toast
white or whole wheat or graham
bread on one side, butter the
toasted side and lay slices of Swit
zerland cheese on half the toast
slices, cover with slices of tomato,
season nicely, then place more thin
slices of cheese on the tomato and
If liked a ring or two of very mild
onion on the cheese, cover with
buttered toast, browned side dowr..
then toast the entire sandwich till
the cheese melts slightly.
Baccn, Switzerland Cheese and
Olive Tcastwleh: Lightly fry slices
of bacon and pour most of tile fat
from the pan. Place the bacon be
tween thin slices of breads which
have been spread with wafer-llke
slices of Switzerland cheese Instead
of butter. Put together sandwich
fashion and brown In the pan In
which the bacon was cooked. If
desired, a little mustard may be
dotted over the cheese as it is ar
ranged on the bread. Garnish the
Toastwiches with sliced stuffed
olives.

Miss Ruby Thorndike has closed |
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stoddard have
her summer home at Ash Point and returned from two weeks’ motor
is with her sister Mrs. Ralph Feyler.' trip to Niagara Falls and other points.
Park street, for the winter.
They were accompanied by Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Pettingell uf Freeport,
Miss Nellie Snow leaves today for
the New England Conservatory of
Mrs. J. X. Southard entertained at
Music, Boston.
dinner and cards Friday evening with
Mrs. Laura McCabe of New York as
Miss Corinne White who has been honor guests
the guest of her sister Mrs. R. C.
Wentworth. Brewster street, has re
Mrs. Margaret Ames has returned
turned to her home in Boston.
to her home in Brockton. Mass., after
a summer visit here with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Snow, son
Charles and friends of Revere, Mass.,
Mrs. Ellen Willey and son Russell
were weekend guests of Mrs. Georgia
Snow, South Thomaston, and of rela have returned from Tenant's Harbor
where they have been guests of Mrs.
tives in this city.
Harold Pratt for a few days.

The fall session of the Lincoln Bap
tist' Association will be held at the
Cushing Baptist Church, Sept. 25, the
committee in charge comprising Rev.
J. C. MacDonald and Rev. E. M. Hol
man.
The women of the Cushing church
will serve coffee for the noonday,
lunch. Ail delegates will take their
own dinners. As there Is no pastor
or regular services In this church en
tertainment overnight will not be
provided. The program:
10.00—Devotional,
Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey
10.30— Business hour
11.00—Rural Church Evangelism,
Rev. W. E. Mesler
11.30— -Quarterly meeting sermon,
Rev. F. M. Barton
12.00—Picnic lunch
1.00—Cabinet meeting associational
officers and committees
1.30— Devotional "Do We Need the
• Prayer Meeting?"
Rev. S. E. Packard
2.30— Evangelistic sermon,
Rev. L. G. Perry
3.00—Our Church Program,
Rev. Ernest M. Holman

Mrs. JejMiie Bird has returned
home from Trenton. N. J., where she
was the guest of her daughter, Miss
Madeline Bird, stopping on the way
for a day's visit with her son, W. C.
Bird, in New York City.

Mrs. R. C. Wentworth entertained
at supper and cards Friday with her
sister. Miss Corinne White of Bos
ton, as honor guest. The other guests
were Mrs. Dana Smith and Miss
Lillian Russell of Warren, Mrs. Ray
Griffin-of West Palm Beach, Fla., Mrs.
Harold Nash and Mrs. Harold Allen
of Camden, Miss Alcada Hall of
Thomaston, and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee.
Honors in cards were taken hy Mrs.
Smith and Mrs. Nash.

Twin Beds
We are offering an extra special price on handsome
Twin Beds

Walnut or Mahogany
Four-poster type, beautifully finished and stropgly
made, selected woods and careful cabinet work.

Home of Paramount Pictures

NORMA SHEARER
in the all-talking picture

LAST OF MRS. CHEYNEY
TEL. 409

iHREE
DAYS

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

A new milestone in film progress I
News
Vitaphone
Acts

The first 100% natural color, talking, singing,
and dancing picture, a Warner Bros. Vitaphone
production.
with

A

NEK
BROS

Viw

VINALHAVEN

BETTY COMPSON
ARTHUR LAKE
JOE E. BROWN
SALLY O’NEIL
LOUISE FAZENDA
ETHEL WATERS
The FAIRBANKS TWINS
SAM HARDY
and chorus of 100 dazzling
beauties!
In Technicolor

NORTH HAVEN

DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY EV’G

Miss Edith Libby returned to WolHerman Dyer of Camden and for j
button. Mass. Monday after spending many years a resident of this town ' C. L. U. HALL. CLARK ISLAND
the weekend with ner father, C. S. visited relatives here < n Saturday.
Refreshments Served
Libby.
| Carl Thurston left last week to '
This Week and Hereafter
Mrs. Pierce White and daughters attend University of Maine.
eiT-Th-tf
Marion and Priscilla returned Satur- ’ Many people have visited the Mor- i
day from Portland where Mrs. White roW, estate the past few days to view !
was guest of her brother, George Ben- tj1P piane „f Col. Lindbergh.
nelt' John Alexander is a guest of Mr. i
Barge Eagle Hill is unuoading coal an(]
Erank Sampson,
for tlie electric light station and Leoan(j Mrs. Augustus Carver are 1
pold & Co.
| visiting felatives in town.
Community Hall
Ralph Smalley who has been the r Much pleasure was given tlie island
guest of his uncle K. A. Smalley re- people Thursday when Harold Moon
Spruce Head, Me.
turned Friday to Thomaston.
did many airplane stunts over the
Mrs. Seim.i Johnson and daughter vniUge.
Agnes Johnson, who have been guests
-------------------THURSDAY, SEPT. 19
of Andrew Johnson, a brother, whom
HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
she had not seen for 17 years, left
___
Square and Round Dance*
Monday for their home in Chicago.
home
demonstration
•They had recently- arrived from SweThe home demonstration departSmalley’s New Orchestra
of the Knox-Lincoln Farm
den, where Mrs. Johnson visited her nicnt
Bureau announces this schedule of
parents.
112-1*
Miss Lillian Ross has resumed her meetings with agent: Orff’s Corner
Sept.
19,
chair
caning:
Edgecomb
duties at J. H. Carver’s store after be
4ept. 24, chair seating; Damariscotta
ing ill with tonsilitis.
Keith Carver went Monday to Sept. 25, rc-upholstering; Rockport
Boston to enter Went worth* Institute. Oct. 1 home furnishings; Simonton
Elwood Sails left Monday to enter Oct. 2, preparation of vegetables;
Exeter University. HJs mother, Mrs. Whitefield, OcV 3. preparation of veg
Marshall Sails accompanied him to etables; East Union, Get. 4. dress
making; Nobleboro, Get. ft, home
Rockland.
EVERY
furnishings; Rurkettville, Oet. 9. has
A party enjoyed a motor sail to
ketry;
Newcastle,
Oet.
10.
kitchen
North Haven Sunday just in time to
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
see Col. Lindbergh and his bride make improvement; Appleton, Oct.| 11
preparation of vegetables.
their start toward the West in their
plane. They called on Mrs. L. R.
McAndrew—Hooray!
The wine*
at
Smith at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
has changed.
H. M. 'Noyes.
Convalescent Wife Wlell.
Owl's I lead Town Hall
Neil Calderwood and Ellen Wareham, left Monday to resume their what of it?
lOOTtf
McAndrew—Ye ken the doctor said
studies at University of Maine.
Mrs. Guy Snowman, has returned ye neded a change of air.
from North Haven where she spent
tlie summer months.
Angus Hennigar went Friday to I
Rockland where he has employment, j
Herbert Sanborn is substituting at i
the Security Trust bank, in the ab
sence of his father L. W. Sanborn,
who with Mrsr. Sanborn and Mr. and
Is the Acclamation of
Mrs. H. W. Eifield is enjoying a mo
tor trip through New Hampshire.
All Who Have Seen It
Mrs. George Creed and daughter
Bernice Vinal, who have been at their
home during the summer months left
Thursday for Boston.
Glorious !
Glamorous !
Brilliant
Mrs. John Monahan who has been
with life and lovel Gorgeous scones
the guest of her father Winfield
in Tochnicolor ! And girls ! Girls !
Leadbetter and other relatives left
Girls !
Monday for her home in Alexandria
I’.ay. N. Y.
Bert Shields is convalescing at
Knox Hospital from an operation for
appendicitis.
_
Mrs. Llewellyn Thomas yisited
Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Murch of Gardi
ner were recent guests of Mrs. Pres
ton Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gross of Port
land were guests the past week of Mr.
and Mrs. I. W. Eifield.
With
Mrs. C. H. Carr who has been the
guest of her cousin Mrs. E. A. Smal
ky returned Friday to Chesapeake
City, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Roman and Mr.
and Mrs*. C. C. Webster left Friday for
•i motor trip to Thousand Islands and
Montreal.
AU Talking, Singing
Harvey Hail and son Thornton who
have been guests of E. M. Hall left
Dancing
Saturday for their home in Glouces
ter. Mass.
Miss Faye Coburn visited Rockland
Friday.
All pupils who attended the East
ern District School will meet at the
This Marvel Production in Techni
Zountain, Wednesday, Sept. IS. to
color •
leave for the old schoolhouse site for
their annual reunion.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew and
daughter Cleo, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.1
Smith and daughter Nathalie and
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley enjoyed
Sunday at The Birches, at the Ames’
Farm, Calder wood’s Neck.
|

DANCE

DANCE

IT’S WONDERFUL

The

“Dance of Life”

$18.95
Available in 3 ft. 3; 4 ft. and 4 ft. 6 width
In connection with this big offer we suggest one of
the new

Boudoir Chairs
in dainty Cretonnes

•

$9.75
CASH OR TERMS—PAY AS YOU USE

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 MAIN STREET

TODAY

Page S-ven

CAMDEN
Miss Grace Drake has bought a
cottage at Bayside situated on Broad
way.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Prescott of New
tonville, Mass., are in town closing uf
their summer houses.
Mrs. Fred B. Herrick was in Union
Sunday to attend the funeral of her
aunt, the late Mrs. Mary E. Maddoeks.
Mrs. Howard Wilbur lias returned
from a short stay with relatives in
Bernu rd.
Mrs. C. O. Perry of Rockland and
Miss Harriet L. GUI entertained at
bridge Friday at the Perry cottage,
Lake Meguntleook. The party was
given in honor of Mrs. Glive Young
who is leaving this week for Wash
ington, D. C., where she will spend
the winter. Picnic dinner was served
and prizes awarded: First, Mrs. John
Clayter; second, Mrs. T. W. McKay;
consolation, Mrs. Ralph B. Bucklin.
The yacht Lyndonia with the
owner, Cyrus H. K. Curtis and Mrs.
Curtis on board, sailed yesterday for
Philadelphia, stopping enroute at
Portland and Boston.
William E. Gill who has been spend
ing ti part of the summer at Carmonwlll, Lake Meguntleook is sailing
Friday fora business trip In Europe.
Members of Camden Commandcry,
K.T., will participate In the exercises
of laying the corner stone of Knox
Memorial today in Thomaston.
Mrs. C. Kendall Hopkins enter
tained at 1 o'clock luncheon and
bridge yesterday afternoon at her
home on upper Mountain street.
Miss Vera Stevenson will return
Wednesday from the Camden Com
munity Hospital where she has been
for an appendicitis operation.
The Woman's Baptist Missionary
Sooiety will meet in the church par
lors this afternoon at 2.30 o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Norma Fuller and
daughter Edna have been visiting Mr
and Mrs. Raymond Pierce in Clinton.

Rockport, celebrated Saturday aft
ernoon at 3 o’clock.
The attendants were Miss Eleanor
Pote, maid-of-honor, Misses Helen
Roberts, Elizabeth and Gudrun Heistad, bridesmaids, while the best man
E, M. O’Neil and David Goldberg
Mrs. J. M. Horne, Jr., and daughter was the bridegroom's brother, Rolf
are at Molasses Pond duck huntng
Joanne left Sunday night for their Heistad. The bride wore white chif
for a few days, guests meantime at
home in Brooklyn after spending the fon, with a lace jacket and her tulle
Harry Booth's camp.
I summer with her mother, Mrs. H. R. veil was becomingly arranged. White
roses were carried for flowers. The
Curtis at Ash Point.
Miss Ruth Stanton of Westerly,
maids were attired in figured chiffon
R. 1.. is visiting in this city and
over different colors, blue, green and
Mrs. George W. Gray of New York yellow being used, and the costume of
vicinity for a few days.
is visiting her sister Mrs. George | the honor maid being pink over green.
' King at Ingraham Hill.
All carried gladioli and this flower ir
W. I’. Kelley and family have re
I effective hues was combined with
turned from a visit in Hyannis, Mass.
The Thomaston Bridge Club and green for decoration,
guests were entertained by Mrs. Alan
Rev. Clarence Clarke of Windham
Mrs. Rose Packard who Jias been , L. Bird and Mrs. G. M. Derry Friday was the officiating clergyman and
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. I,eo How at supper and cards at Dodges Moun- Miss Florence Coffey furnished the
ard has returned to her home in Wal tain Ledge. Honors went to Mrs.'wedding music.
doboro.
Albert T. Gould of Walian. Mass.,! Following the ceremony, an infor
Miss Alice Evans of Ann Arbor, Mich., mal reception was held. Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper 0n<’ Mrs. Ellis Spear Jr. of Newton Whitney and Mrs. Percy Bailey were
entertain°d a group of friends at the Center, Mass. Other guests were in charge of the serving, and were
supper and card party given -Fri- ! Mrs. Ruth Blodgett of Beach Bluff, assisted hy the maid of honor and
day evening at South Thomaston for -Mass., Mrs. A. J. Elliott. Mrs. J. Wal the bridesmaids. Mrs. Fred Scrlbter Strout, Miss Anna Dillingham and ner of South Paris and Mrs. Clarence
the Improvement Association.
Miss Helen Carr.
Leighton of Portland served punch.
and the guest hook was in charge of
Miss Janet Miller of New York City
HEISTAD-ROBERTS
Mrs. Rudolph Richner.
entertained in honor of Mrs. J. N.
—
The bride is a graduate of the U.
Southard and mother Mrs. Euretta
Few recent weddings have been of M. and since completing her colAnatoyn Thursday with luncheon at
more attractively appointed than the lege course she lias taught in several
Motor Inn and tea at Newagen. There
home bridal of Miss Shirley- Janet places. Mr. Heistad was also grad
were eight guests.
Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. uated in 1926 from the University of
Herbert Roberts of Emery street. Maine and is now a civil engineer cmMiss Olive Bragg left yesterday for l’ortland and Trygve Heistad of ployed by the State,
Boston to enter tile Boston Bible
School.

Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Noyes and
Mrs. IL H. Flint have returned from
a visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Noyes,
Topsfield. While there they made
many interesting motor trips, among
Miss Myrtle Haskell of New York them being a visit to the Indian res
Misses Emma and Marie Dorgan
entertained at bridge Monday eve Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Leo ervation at I’eter Dana Point.
ning at their home on Pacific street. Howard for the week.
The party was in honor of Miss Ethel
Members of the Clara Burton Guild
Miss Virginia Snow has entered of the tJniversalist Church are to
Rackliff. whose wedding to John
Farmington
Normal
School.
Snow took place Thursday. There
hold a picnic at Crescent Beach Sat
were three tables, the prizes going
urday, meeting at the church at 10
Mrs.
Laura
McCabe
of
New
York
is
to Misses Winifred Coughlin and
o'clock.
the
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
N.
South

Sally Dyer.
Refreshmeiits were
served. Mrs. -Snow wiys presented ard af’ "Shoreland."
Mrs. S. A. Burpee Mrs. Hester
with many nice gifts of linen, glass,
Mrs. Hattie Davies entertained the Holmes. Mrs. Rodney Thompson and
kitchenware, etc. Other Quests were
Farm Club at iter Ash Point cottage daughter Miss Helen Thompson, and
Mrs. Chester Hathaway of Tiverton,
Mrs. Annie M. Burkntar motored to
Wednesday^
K. I., Misses Adelaide Trafton, Avis
Hallowell yesterday.
Blackington, Alice Hodgkins, Estelle
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and guest.
Hall.. Helen McLoon. Joan Patterson, Miss Claire Herrick of Boston, mo
Miss Mabel Spear of Boston arrived
'Nellie Snow and Virginia Snow.
tored to Lake Cobbosseecontee yes Friday and is the guest of Mrs. E. C.
terday, accompanied on return Jhy Payson, 85 Granite street, for two
i
Fall and winter coats—7S coats that Mrs. Wentworth's mother, Mrs. A. G weeks.
sold as high as 325.00 to go for 35.95 White, who has been occupying the
Miss Hazel N. Day has returned to
to 37.95. Come early and get first Wentworth cottage there.
Waldoboro after a brief visit with
pick. The Vogue, corner Park and
Main streets, Rockland.—adv.
Dr. and Mrs. Bennett Speer and Mrs. Russell Bartlett at The High- |
daughter Dorothy have returned to lands, and 'will shortly leave with j
their home in Scarsdale, X. Y„ after the Mayo family, by whom she is ,
being guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. N. employed as governess, for Green
wich, Conn., for the winter.
Southard, at "Shoreland."

New Achievement
In Face Powder

r
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Hal Skelly
Nancy Carroll

Hear and See

STRAND

Dr. W. C. Rich, eye specialist, will
be at Vinalhaven the first week in
October.—adv.
109-111

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
Telephons 892
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TALK OF THE TOWN
J. A. Jameson who has been drawn
for the grand jury, goes to Portland
today to attend the U. S. Court.

Don’t forget that a new train sched
ule is in «ffect this week.

The Central Maine Power Company
Chester Fissette has lofty ideas.
is extending a line to East Friend
Leastwise he has bought Jack Dodge’s
ship.
Waco biplane, Jack having joined the
•With the arrival of the fall season staff of the Curtiss Flying Service.
the Public Library has assumed its
The swimming pool on the Samo
regular schedule opening at 9 a. m.,
set premises has proved so very
and closing at 8.30 p. m. daily.
popular this summer that there is
Patrolman Edward C. Ingraham is talk of building another pool for the
back in his familiar position as traffic j kiddies alongside of it.

cop in the heart of the city, getting
D. Paiement, who played third base
the glad hand after a fortnight’s vaca
on the Belfast team in the Maine
tion.
Coast League and was regarded as
a close rival of our own Bobby Walsh
Raymond D. Bowden, who resumed will go with Jersey City in the Inter
his position on the High School fac national League next season. He has
ulty with the reopening of school been playing in South Carolina this
yesterday, spent the summer in summer.
Bluehjll.
Edward Blackington worked 110
The police are investigating a feet above the street level last week,
break in the house on Franklin street while gilding the cross on the steeple
owned by John Matlock of Matinicus. of St. Bernard’s Church. The spire
The building had been unoccupied for was reshingled, although the old one
three weeks. Until Mr. Matlocks re had scarcely shown the effects of
turn it will not be known what has time and exposure. Trouble was that
been taken.
the nails had rusted and broken.
Millard K. Sprague formerly of this | If Rockland was not lonesome vescity has joined partnership with his terday it was no fault of the Maine
uncle. F. E. Foster in the barber busi- | Central Railroad which sent 19 carmss in Columbiana, Ohio. They have’J< ads of passengers out of the city
r <•< -ntly moved into their new shop Sunday afternoon.
This recordwhi. it h is all new fixings and fur- breaking exodus went in two sections.
which were drawn by four locomo
nishings and up to date service.
tives. The Bancroft Training School
Capita in Speed of Owl's Head gave chartered one of the cars, and the bal
Father Time the laugh last week ance of its school at Garthgannon
when he was high man at Carr’s Lodge will depart Thursday.
alleys with a string of 134. Other
Mrs. A. D. Bird has at her home on
cash prize winners were Jameson,
133: Minkler and Shute, tied on 115; Camden street a most beautiful Jap
C. Smalley and Palmer, tied on 113; anese lily, very large, white with
Drover, F. Gardner and Norton, tied dark spots, heavy club shaped
anthers, which, as she expressed it,
on 111.
have a saucy way with them, and a
yellow hand down the center of each
The thanks of the teachers and petal. It is known as the IJlium
pupils of the Tyler School are due H. Auratum. or gold-handed Japanese
P. Blodgett for the electric cooker lily. Mrs. Bird has remembered shutpr sented bv him to that building. fns and others with these lovely
It will be most useful in preparing flowers and one stalk bearing three
hot lunches for those who live too far blooms went to St. Peter’s Episcopal
away to go home at noon. This is the Church Sunday. She still has two
second gift of its kind. Mrs. W. M. buds and two flowers left.
Ellingwcod having presented one to
tlio Purchase Street school.
The MaeMi.lan Labrador expedi

(
'

Husky Aube of Westbrook, who
p tch d Mechanic Falls to the Pine
Tree League r nnant this summer
and who is a st ;• halfback and basebail p rf«.rmer at Fordham Univer
sity. will not be seen in football togs
this fall. Major Cavanaugh, former
Boston Colleg-' coach who handles
Fordham’s destinies figures that Aube
is too great a baseball prospect to
take any chanc s on football injuries
N. E. GAS ON THE AIR

This evening at 7.30, stations WBZ
and WBZ A will introduce to the New
England radio audience the “(New
England Gas Hour.’’ Sponsored by
the Gas Industry • f New England this
r.ew feature has been designed to at
tain variety in music and entertain
ment to a degree that will mark the
pre ntation as outstanding. Popular
melodies, the better known show mu
sic, semi-classics, and favorite tunes
of other years, will all play their
part in the weekly “New England Gas
Hour.” The combined concert and
dance orchestra is under the per
sonal directi .n of Oscar Elgart. Two
of New England’s favorite radio vo
calists, Helen Barr, soprano, and
George Wheeler, tenor, will assume
the characters of “Priscilla” and
“John,” lending the necessary atmos
phere of romance to the presentation.
The initial broadcast i n Tuesday
evening features a variety of compo
sitions
including melodies
from
“Show Bout.” the “Kashmiri Song.”
the familiar “12th Street Rag,”
“Song of the Vagabonds." and out
standing dance hits from the more re
cent musical comedies and revues.

Fall and winter coats—78 c-.ats that
sold as high as $25.00 to go for $5.95
to $7.95. Coin" early and g t first
pick. The Vogue, corner Park and
Main streets, Rockland.—adv.

tion is due at ’Newagen near Boothbay Harbor late this afternoon or
early tomorrow. In spite of many ob
staeles, it is understood that the
summer's work has accomplished
much, chief among the discoveries
being implements and equipment he
Iieveil to indicate conclusively where
the English exploring party headed
hy Forbusher perished in 1575 or 1576.
Among those who will greet MacMllland and his followers at Newagen on
his return are Gov. William Tudor
Gardiner, President Kenneth C. M
Sills of Bowdoin College, Judge Benjamln F. Chaves of Portland. Charles
s. Sewell of Wiscasset. Harold Bis
hop of Boothbay Harbor. Arthur G.
Staples of Lewiston, the Itev. Charles
W .Gilkey of Chicago. Henry Wright
of Bath and Philip Wilder of Bowdoin
College.

Engineers

Have

Proper kidney action is
more than ever important.
OOD health isn’t possible un
less your kidneys are properly
removing the waste impurities from
your blood.
For bladder irregularities and for
the lameness, stiffness and constant
backache due to sluggish kidneys,
use Doan's Pills.
Doan’s promote normal kidney
action and assist the kidneys in
cleansing the blood of poisonous
wastes. Recommended the world
over. Sold by dealers everywhere.

50,000 Users Endorse Doan’s:
Mrs. William Heiges, 200.Centennial
Ave., Hanover, Pa., savs: "I was tired,
nervous and worn-out. My kidneys were
not acting properly and I hud backache.
After using Doan's Pills a short while, the
kidney secretions were again normal and I

telt well.”

DOANS PILLS
A Stimulant Diuretic tothe Kidneys

PARK THEATRE
On With the Show,” Warner Bros,
first 100 per cent natural color,
talking, singing, dancing Vitaphone
picture—coming for Wednesday and
Thursday. Is the most important mile
stone of this year in the flint indus
try.
There is not a single scene in "On
With the Show” which is photo
graphed, the old fashioned way. The
glamorous stage and back-stage
story is seen through the medium of
nchanting, ever-changing color. An
entirely new color process Is being
used which brings out each hue in
its proper value. Jack L. Warner,
vice president in charge of produc
tion, was quick to seize on this new
art and combine it with Vitaphone.
The wedding of the two, bids fair to
start another revolution in the film
industry. Vitaphone pioneered by
Warners, it will be remembered elimlated the silent picture.
"On With the Show,” with its music,
ancing. songs and gorgeous colors
of settings and costumes and people
on the stage, is really stunning. One
forgets entirely that it Is a motion
picture, or even a talking picture.
The effect is utter reality. It is as if
one were sitting in a theatre seeing
musical comedy, with the added
privilege of going backstage with
the players where the real comedy
drama of their lives take place
Todays’ leading attraction is "The
,ast of Mrs. Cheyney,” starring
Xorma Shearer.—adv.

Danger to radio sets, placed in a
moist climate, need no longer be
feared, if buyers profit by the find
ings of Philco engineers, says F. W
Farrel, lioekland representative of
Philco. "For years dampness and
moisture have been recognized as
two real enemies of radio set service
and for this reason Philco engineers
anxious to sell sets In seaside local
iies, in the mountains and in many
other sections where moiature was a
factor, set about to eliminate this evil
They have succeeded as is proven by
the construction of the new I’hilc
Balanced-Unit models, shown in the
highboy, the highboy deluxe,, the low
boy and the table model sets."
l'hileos engineer staff, Mr. Farrel
pointed out. have solved this prob
li m hy the simplp expedient of cad
mium plating on metal parts which
keeps bright ar.il will not corrode
Thus the set is made capable of per
forming at greater efficiency even
though it is used at the mountains or
seashore.
The new Philco balanced-unit set
goes even further toward Insuring
long and useful life despite unfavor
ihlc weather conditions.
Every
transformer eoil is space wound on
-lotted bakelite form which separates
each turn of wire and permits a more
exart length of wire on each coil thar
would lie possible if it were wound on
a spool. Philco coils are then sealed
in indivldul metal cylinders which
also are cadmium plated serving the
dual purpose of keeping the moisture
ut and acting as an effective shield
against any inter-stage influence
from other parts of the set that would
pioduce a broad and noisy tuning.—
adv.

As We Grow
Older

G

qfesliesS

Overcome

JIM HAWkIMS SE1. OUR.
PAPER. CAUSES TROU9LE
AT HIS HOUSE EVEftV TIME
IT SHOWS UPs SEEMS
THEM ALL U/AMT TO READ
FIRST

CrnrAl?
Attract
Tnute
W.
3*

24s^hot
attmdt? only

The Alnus of Saghnlln, off the
Siberian coast, have a unique meth
od of fishing for salmon-trout with
dogs. The waters about the Island
are wonderfully clear and from a
boat the bottom of the water Is
distinctly visible and Innumerable
salmon-trout may be seem swim
ming.
The Ainus, when about to fish,
take with them a number of dogs.
At a certain point all the men und
dogs come to a halt. Then half
the men and dogs move farther
along the water’s edge, about 200
yards. At a concerted signal, the
dogs are started from their respec
tive points, and swim straight out
seaward in a single file in two
columns. At a cry from the Alnus,
the right column wheels left and
the left column wheels right, until
the heads of the columns meet.
Then, nt a another signal, all of
them swim in line toward the
shore.
As the dogs near the shore, In
creasing numbers of fish appear In
the shallow water, frightened by
the splashing of the advancing col
umn of dogs, which, as soon as
their feet touch bottom, pounce
upon the fishes with lightning ra
pidity. The animals promptly bring
the fish which they have seized to
their masters, who cut off their
heads and give each dog the head
that belongs to him ns his share
of the catch. The dog that catches
nothing gets nothing.
It Is believed that this dog-drill
of the Alnus Is entirely unique. It
Is the more extraordinary when it
is considered that the dogs, ninny
of which have been captured from
the forests, are still half wild.
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TWO THOUSAND MEMBERS

Radio Use.

/

SALADA TEA CO. sells tea alone. You
buy quality at the lowest possible price in

"Fresh from the Gardens”

This Harmful Feature of Seaside

M1CKIE SAYS—

Dog Must Catch Fish
or Go Without Meal

TEA

DAMPNESS A DANGER

Philco

Tea Specialists

n SALADAn

X

The Maine State Prison baseball
team, managed by James Maroon,
and captained by John Brown, has
played 27 games this season, winning
17 and losing 10. Sunday the Prison
team defeated the Thomaston team
11 to 3 in the morning, and the Hazzard Shoe Co.’s team 6 to 3 in the
afternoon. It has piled up an impos
ing total of scores, and has played
consistently good ball.

Every-Other-Day
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STRAND THEATRE
The Dance of Life." Paramount's
all-talking and singing screen ver
sion of the famous New York success.
‘Burlesque,” at the Strand today and
omorrow.
Heading the cast is
Hal Skelly, the original star of the
stage play, who makes his debut on
ihe talking screen in the same role
he created on Broadway. Playing
opposite Skelly is Nancy Carroll, the
youthful star of "The Shopworn
Angel" and "Close Harmony.” It Is
’ lavish, eye-filling production, re
plete with many beautiful sets, in
cluding scenes of the "Follies,” pho
tographed in natural colors, and a
chorus of vivacious, good looking
lancing girls.
The leading feminine role effeetivey played hy Nancy Carroll. Miss
Carroll also sings in charming fashon and with Hal Skelly is featured
ri several clever dances. John Crom
well, the well known stage director,
and Edward Sutherland, the men re
sponsible for “Close Harmony.' di
rected "The Dance of Life."
Thursday will bring an all new
program and also one of Paramount’s
‘New Show World” pictures. "The
Greene Murder Case" starring Wil
liam Powell as the inimitable Philco
Vance. Having previewed this pro
duction the management can highly
endorse it as the best in mystery
drama yet produced. You will find
real entertainment in "The Greene
Murder Case” which will hold the
screen Thursday, Friday and Satur
day.—adv.

Is the Goal of the Eastern Maine
Publicity Bureau, Making Good
Start

Now that the initial plans for the
formation of the Eastern Maine Pub
licity and Civic Service Bureau have
been carried out, Dick Reed. Kockland
newspaperman, publicity expert and
organizer of the proposition, will start
this week to secure 2000 members.
Within the next three months more
than 3000 business houses in 105
coastal towns will he personally visit
ed by representatives of the Bureau
and the membership goal is expected
to he reached. “It will give us a good
sized fund to operate on in the first
12 months," Mr. Keed stated.
The initial steps taken hy Mr. Reed
and his assistants have met with fa
vor among many prominent men in
this section and they have urged the
energetic young man to "carry on"
until the Bureau is an active reality.
Among those who have loaned their
moral support are ex-l'nited States
Senator Obadiah Gardner of Rock
land. Mayor James F. Carver of
Rockland. Mayor Foster C. Small of
Belfast. Mayor H. S. Burrill of
Brewer, and L. W. Ilumill of Tre
mont, Andrew H. "Parker of South
west Harbor. R. F. Genthner of Dam
ariscotta, Arthur R. Greenleaf of
Boothbay Harbor, Elmer N. Hahn
of Waldoboro, Ernest Ingden of Or
land, W. S. Kimball of Hampden, and
J. T. McCorrlson of Union, all chair
men of the board of selectmen in
their respective towns.
"We are to put our section of Maine
on the map.” said Mr. Reed, address
ing a Rockland club. "Here we have
the most beautiful section of America
at our front door and nobody knows
a thing about It," he continued
"Let's cooperate and see that we get
the advertising and publicity that we
have always lacked. Let's boost our
own Eastern Maine where mountains
meet the sea and sing Its praises
from one end of the world to the
other.”
If 1000 members can be secured the
Rureau will go into action Jan. 1 and
has many fine plans lined up for the
future.

“TIGER ROSE”
Adelyn Bushnell Starring At Lakewood This Week In Romantic
Drama.

Adelyn Bushnell, the popular Maine
girl who lias risen to a position of
great prominence in the world of the
theatre, is delightful in "Tiger Rose’
this week at Lakewood as the wild
•xotic and tantalizing French Cana
dian girl who, through her love for
the young engineer from the States
brings about a series of hair-raising
situations.
The role gives her a wide emotional
sweep, and she carries it off with fine
feeling, persuasive power and sym
pathetic understanding. Her ability
to play any role in drama or comedy
with a spirit which makes it live, has
endeared her to the hearts of thou
sands of theatregoers all over the
■ountry. Maine may be Justly proud
if such a daughter. The play itself,
has for Its background thb great
Northwest. It combines every melo
dramatic possibility—murder, pas
sion. mystery, duty and religion.
Advantage has been taken of every
opportunity offered in the way of
scenic effect, including an exceptionilly convincing thunder storm. So
-eallstic are the crashing rolls,, the
heavy downpour, the sharp, vivid
’lashes that exclamations are heard
throughout the audience, and all
shudder and fear for the safety of the
murderer, to whom, by the time of
ihe great dramatic climax, they have
developed a deep sympathetic attach
ment.
Miss Bushnell’s supporting cast is
me of unusual brilliance. William
Courtjeigh, in the role of Dr. Dan
Cusick which he played for two years
in Broadway, Is superb. Thurston
Hall plays the Royal Northwest
Mounted Policeman with great com
posure. Marshall Bradford is thor
oughly convincing in the dramatic
role of Bruce, the young engineer
*rom the States, who loves and is
loved by Tiger Rose. Samuel T. God
frey gives a noteworthy performance
as Pierre La Bey, the romantic but
not too honorably lntentloned French
Canadian lad, who, with his violin, is
'orever trying to play his way into
Rose's heart, but never succeeding in
winning more than a friendly affec'ion. Thomas Tempest is splendid as
the Scotch Factor of the Trading
Post.

Tommy (after first dose of medi
cine)—"Mother, do you really think
Dr. Driggs is the best man on
mumps?”—Humorist.

BOYS, YOUR CHANCE!
Competitive Examination To Be Held
For Admission To Naval Academy

Senator Hale will hold a prelimi
nary competitive examination Oct.
26, for appointment to the United
States Naval Academy, for entrance
in 1930.
It has always been his custom to
select bis appointees to the Naval
Academy through preliminary com
petitive examination held for ltim
under the auspices of the Civil Serv
ice Commission, and such an exami
nation will be held on the above
mentioned date in the cities of Port
land, Bangor, Augusta and Lewiston.
Candidates receiving the highest
ranks in this examination will be
nominated by Senator Hale principal
and alternates to take the regular en
trance examination or submit certi
ficates from High School or College
which may be accepted by the Acade
mic Board In lieu of the regular men
tal examination.
Candidates must be citizens of the
United States, unmarried and must
be not less than 16 years of age nor
more than 20 years of age on April 1st
of the calendar year in which they
enter the Acad'my. Candidates ap
pointed from Maine must be ; gal
residents of the State.
Those wishing to take the examina
tion should notify Senator II lie. 121
Senate Office Building, Washington,
D. C„ stating in which city they de
sire to take the examination, and such
notification should reach him not
later than Oet. 12.
Full information will lie furnished.

Executive Today Not
Model of Aloofness
Mergers ore tunny. One thing
I've noticed, namely, that whenever
there is an executive In one of the
companies who has become favor
ably known to the public he is
chosen ns the active head of the
combination. The old-fashioned
type of ultra-dignified, aloof ex
ecutive usually Is shelved to make
way for a man whose personality
has favorably Impressed itself
upon the public. The frigid ex
ecutive rarely Is popular with the
employees, lie regnrds himself as
the master nnd regards them as
his servants. The more modem ex
ecutive convinces his men that he
regnrds himself simply ns a coworker for the building tip of the
business along lines which will
benefit them all. If you aspire to
come out on top ifi this era of
mergers, strive to earn the good
will of employees nnd the public.
Mix heart with head.—B. C. Forbes,
in Forbes Magazine.

If you are sick inside you are sick
all over. When the stomach fails to
digest its food, you are standing at the
threshold of a series of ailments that
may end in a complete physical wreck.
Internal health meanshealth through
out the body. Keep your stomach and
other digestive organs clean and vigor
ous by giving them the natural stimu
lation of the roots, barks and herbs
contained in Tanlac.
Tanlac is wonderful for indigestion
and constipation—gas, pains, nausea,
dizziness and headaches. It brings
back lost appetite, helps you digest
your food, and gain strength and
weight.
Tanlac is af free from harmful drugs
as the water you drink. It contains no
mineral drugs; it is made of roots,
barks and herbs, nature’s own medi
cines for the sirk. For over io years it
has been recommended by druggists
who have watched its marvelous re
sults. The cost is less than 2 cents a
dose. Get a bottle of Tanlac from your
druggist and give it a thorough trial.
Your money back if doesn't help you.

Tanlac
SL MILLION

BOTILES USED

Your Home

for

$12.35
For a two-coat job you
will need only:
3 gallons of Acme Quality New Era
House Paint
....
Vi gallon for trim color ...
TOTAL

•

$10.50
1.85

$12.35

The above price is based on a 30' x 36' house 12' high with
surface in average condition, using regular colors.
Acme Quality -House Paint is made on a strictly scientific
basis. Each batch that is produced is tested for correctness of
shade, covering capacity and durability, thus insuring the user
excellent results.

New Colors2 Rapid Drying!

In Acme Quality Enamel-Kote
Delightful new colors along with the rapid drying
feature make Acme Quality Enamel>-Kotc the ideal
finish for any interior surface or for furniture.

Try It Today—Save 50c
In order that you may try this wonderful
drying finish, we offer a quarter-pint ot
Quality Enamel-Kote and a brush (55c
for .-»»-»

GILLEY &

rapidAcme
value)
25C

DUNCAN

778 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

Started “Afternoon Tea”

The world owes the custom of
afternoon ten to on old-time duch
“THE HOUSE OF COLOR”
ess—Anna, wife of the seventh
duke of Bedford. Before her day
tea was unknown. People ate
prodigious breakfasts. Luncheon
was a sketch affair, a sort of pic
Hampshire,
Massachusetts
and
LARGER APPLE CROP
BIG BRIDGE BUSY
nic, with no servants waiting.
Rhode Island. The outlook in Con
There was nothing else until din
The commercial apple crop in New necticut did not change during Au
ner, a huge meal which lasted two Receipts of Kennebec Struc
gust and is nearly 40 per cent less
England
improved materially during
hours, after which tea was served
than harvested last year.
August,
and
is
now
estimated
at
In the drawing room.
ture Will Exceed Last 1.800,000 barrels. compared with “Baldwins are a light crop in most
Anna struck out a new line. She
parts of New England, but materially
1,479.000 barrels harvested a year ago heavier than the very light crop of a
Year's By 10 Percent
had tea nnd cakes in the afternoon,
and the average five-year production year ago in Maine. McIntosh pros
nnd all the fashionable world, In
The Bath Times has published of 1.921,000, the New England Crop pects are much better than a year ago
cluding Hip court, copied the In
novation. She took her tea nt five every week more or less data about Reporting Service announced.
in nearly all parts of New England.
“This improvement,” the report Weather conditions during August
o’-lock bemuse, to quote herself, the receipts from tolls from the
she had a "sinking.” And as a re bridge across the Kennebec. This said, “over the prospects of a month were quite favorable to the satisfac
sult of Anna of Bedford's “sink amounted in 1928 to <U1.7>6.80 and ago, is mostly in Maine and New tory development of the apple crop.
ing," afternoon tea became a so this year it is believed it will be at
cial function almost the world least 10 percent more. But the tolls
over.—Exchange.
mostly from automobile traffic are
Earrings in History

Among the Hebrews the use of
earring appears to have been con
fined to the women, but young men
In Greece nnd Rome wore them
not only as ornaments, but ns
nmulets or chnrms against evil. The
early Saxons had the same cus
tom. The rage for these pendant
decoration- was chiefly In the Fif
teenth nnd Sixteenth centuries, nt
which time Jewelry of all kinds
was worn in profusion. An English
writer In 1532 mentions the women
ns being so far bewitched that
“they are not ashamed to make
holes in their ears, whereat they
hang rings nnd other Jewels of
gold nnd precious stones; hut this,”
he adds, “Is not so much frequent
amongst women as men,"
Goes With Piano

Jean Ann Blomker, less than
A girl who was Miss America a
few summers ago is reported to have i four years old, was In a children's
put on forty pounds, h’e shall bear ; day presentation nt the church. Her
her in mind, In case of selecting a ' father was trying to get her to give
her recitation at home before the
Miss Western Hemisphere.—Detroit
eventful day.
News.

Internal Health
by Nature’s Own
Methods

PAINT

“I don’t remember It," Jean Ann
asserted when her daddy tried to
coax her to speak.
“Well, think," he said.
“I am thinking, I know it but I
can’t say It,”
“Well, now, how does It go,” he
begged.
“It goes with the piano,” she an
swered promptly.
Still Acadian Stronghold

,jle Madame is a small island
off Capt Breton, N. S., with In
teresting associations. It was set
tled partly hy Acadlang expelled
from the land of Evangeline, part
ly by French Huguenots from the
Channel isles, and partly by refu
gees from old Louisburg. These
people speak the language of the
Bourbons of monarchal France
nnd many of the maldena still
wear the dainty Norman klrtle
and the headdress of white linen.
The Outdoor Life

Golf and fishing aid health, It Is
stated. And nlso a man’s vocabu
lary.—Jacksonville (Fla.) TimesUnlon.

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Maine
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Telephone Connection

only part of the income for the
Maine Central Railroad for its tracks
over the lower deck of the bridge in
accordance with its contract with the
State and act of the Legislature
passed two years ago is 55 percent of
the annual interest paid on the cost
of the bridge for which $3,000,000 in
4 percent bonds were issued.
In
other words the Maine Central Rail
road pays an annual revenue of
$60,000 plus maintenance charges,
which added to the amount in tolls,
mostly from autos, was $141,736.80
amounting to $218,236 80 This amount
will more than pay for the bond
coupons, the first issue of which was
in June, 1926, and consisted of
$500,01)0 in 10 year bonds.
The income from the bridge is
placed in the banks to meet the inter
est coupons, 'bridge expenses and the
remainder kept as a sinking fund to
meet the bonds when they come due.
The tolls are running ahead of the
estimated receipts of the bridge, so,
barring accidents, there will he
plenty of money to redeem the bonds
as well as make any necessary im
provements. Within a year or so
probably the bridge will have to be
painted which will be no little job.
Motor vehicle traffic over the
bridge in July and August this year
was 20 percent greater than for the
corresponding months last year, the
increase
amounting
to
20 958
vehicles and this in spite of a slight
decrease in cash paying trucks of the
three ton class because of the ban
on heavy trucks crossing Wiscasset
bridge.
Comparisons between the
two years is given in the following
table:
1928
1929
Cash paying automobiles ...... ;..................... 77,850 90,054
One ton trucks ...........
824
904
Two ton trucks .......
•I is
643
Three ton trucks ........
163
128
Automobiles on coupan tickets ............... 23.529 30,750
Two ton trucks 'on
coupon tickets .......... .. 1,584 2.802
Three ton trucks on
coupon tickets .........
17G
321

104.644 125.602

Glycerin Mixture
Stops Constipation
The simple mixture of glycerin,
buckthorn bark, saline, etc. (AdlerIka) acts on BOTH upper nnd lower
bowel and relieves constipation in
TWO hours ! Brings out old waste
matter you never thought was In
| your system. Don’t waste time with
J pills or remedies which clean only
PART of the bowels, but let Adlerika
give stomach and bowels a REAL
cleaning and see how good you feel.
C. H. Moor & Co.. Druggists.

have a Doctor’s
Word for
Laxative

this

1875, an earnest young man
began to practice medicine. As
Ia Nfamily
doctor, he treated many
cases of constipation. He soon
saw the harm in common purges
and began to seek something
better. Out of his experience
was born a famous prescription
now in wide use.
This prescription was written
thousands of times. It proved an
ideal laxative for old and young.
Children like its pleasant taste.
Older people like it because it
doesn’t gripe or cause discomfort.
It is a mixture of fresh herbs
and other pure ingredients;
thoroughly effective for the
most robust of men. Stimu
lates the normal muscular
action of the bowels. So its
use will not become a habit.
As people saw how marvel

ously the most sluggish bowels
are started and bad breath, head
aches, biliousness, feverishness,
or no energy, poor appetite, etc.,
are relieved by Dr. Caldwell’s
prescription, it became necessary
to put it up ready for use.
Today, Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup
Pepsin, as it is called, is the
world’s most popular laxative.
All drug stores have the generous
bottles. The product never varies
from Dr. Caldwell’s original
formula. So you can take it with
confidence or give it to the
youngest child.
Da. W. B. Caldwell’s

SYRUP,PEPSIN
A Doctor's Family Laxative

LOANS
On Your Own Signature

Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which include* all charges and
fees of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan

HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
Telephone 675-W
52-tf

